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PREFACE 
This dissertation has been written initially under 
the guidance of Prof. A.H. Siddiqi and subsequently under 
the supervision of Prof. Z. U. Ahmad at the Department 
of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh (India). 
"Industrial Mathematics" means to transform technical, 
organizational and economic problems posed by industries, 
generally in a non-mathematical language, into 
mathematical problems, to solve these problems, in general, 
by approximate methods of analytical and/or numerical 
nature and to reinterprete the result in the original 
non-mathematical language. In short. Industrial 
Mathematics is modelling of industrial problems and 
solving them via scientific computation. 
Very often, industrial problems are modelled in the 
forms of differential equations (DE) with certain initial, 
boundary or initial-boundary conditions. Finding exact 
solutions of these models is quite formidable and sometimes 
is impossible. To overcome this difficulty, we proceed 
to find the approximate (niamerical) solutions of these 
problems (models), having some errors when compared to 
exact solutions, by numerical methods. During a large 
period of time, several numerical methods have been 
developed. This dissertation is devoted to the modern 
trend in the nxomerical methods for solving DE problems. 
Numerical solution of a DE problem requires a 
discretization method that reduces the problem to a problem 
of finding the solution of an equivalent algebraic equation 
(AE) in a finite number of unknovms. The latter problem 
is amenable to digital computation. DE's involve functions 
that model spatially distributed, and possibly time 
varying, physical quantities such as temperature, velocity, 
or displacement, and differential operators that model 
the physical processes which determine the static or 
dynamic behaviour of these quantities. Discretization 
methods represent the solution function u by an 
approximation v defined by a finite number of parameters. 
Then the differential operator and the constraints such 
as initial and boundary conditions are approximated by 
algebraic operations involving these parameters. This 
results in an AE whose exact solution determine v. A 
discretization method is effective, if the truncation 
error (u-v) tends to zero rapidly as the number of 
disertization parameters increases. For the solution of 
the DE problem, it is then only required to obtian an 
approximate solution w of the AE such that the algebric 
error (v-w) is comparable to the trucation error (u-v). 
Since the total error e=u-w satisfies e=trunc. 
error+alg.error, therefore v-w«u-v, then additional 
computation is more effectively utilized by increasing 
the number of discretization parameters. 
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. 
Chapter 1 is introductory. An introduction to 
mathematical modelling including a specific model from 
the ^^Mathematics of Finance", viz, Option Pricing (only 
European: and American option^ is discussed. An important 
tool of discretilizing a DE problem is variational (weak) 
formulation of the problem. The general Functional T^alytic 
results about the existance and uniquness of solution of 
such variational problems including distribution theory 
and Soblev spaces which has a wide application in the 
formulation is also presented. The methods of solution of 
system of algebraic equations is discussed shortly. Lastly, 
wavelet, an important tool of modern numerical methods, 
is discussed only for .basic concepts. 
In chapter 2, we discuss briefly the important 
discretization methods for the approximate solution of 
DE problems, stressing on the Finite Element Method and 
the Wavelet Method which are frequently used for their 
superior accuracy and fast convergence over the other 
methods. 
In chapter 3, we discuss how (Daubechies) wavelets 
can be used in the numerical solution of one dimensional 
elliptic DE problems, where the solution of Neumann, 
Dirichlet problems and a particular Dirichlet problem, 
viz, signularly perturbed problem are discussed. The 
numerical results of some examples of these problems are 
given in the forms of graphs where the errors are also 
presented. 
Chapter 4 carries the (Daubechies) wavelet based 
niomerical method for the solution of one dimensional 
parabolic problems where the solution of only the heat 
equation is discussed along with graphical representation 
of some numerical, results. This chapter is also devoted 
to the solution of American option pricing by a new 
algorithm, viz, SSORP-PCG proposed recently by Kocvara 
and Zowe. The alorithm has a faster rate of convergence 
and a superior accuracy over the other algorithms. 
In chapter 5, we present a mixed wavelet/spectral 
Chebychev method for the solution of the unsteady two 
dimensional Stokes equations in the vorticity stream 
function with periodicity in one direction. However, 
spectral (discretization) method is beyond the scope of 
chapter 2. 
In this dissertation, the numerical results of any 
new examples are not expected. All the numerical results 
calculated here have been taken from the references given. 
For the limitation of space, all the discussions in the 
dissertation are brief for which a huge bibliography is 
given at the end. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
As mentioned in preface. Industrial Mathematics 
means modelling of industrial problems and finding their 
solutions. Modelling means to transform industrial 
problems into mathematical problems which are usually 
found to be differential equations under certain 
conditions. Generally, exact solutions of these models 
can not be obtained, therefore, we proceed to find 
approximate solutins of these models with the help of 
modern numerical methods. 
In this chapter we are going to discuss all the 
basic materials for the solution of modelling problems 
including a brief account of mathematical modelling in 
order to make our dissertation self-sufficient. The 
discretization methods will be discussed in chapter 2. 
In section 1.2a brief account of mathematical modelling 
is discussed while a new model of financial mathematics, 
viz, options pricing of which the numerical solution 
[1] 
will be presented in chapter 4, is discussed in section 
1.3. Section 1.4 comprises of basic results of applied 
functional analysis which are useful in variational 
(weak) formulation of differential equation problems. 
Section 1.5 addresses the classical nvimerical methods 
for the solution of algebraic equations including 
niomerical integration which is an important part of the 
numerical solution of differential equations. Lastly, 
a brief description of wavelet, which will be used in 
solving differential equation problems in chapters 3, 4 
and 5 is presented in section 1.6. 
1 .2 INTRODUCTION OF M21THMETICAL MODELLING [05] 
A physical system can be observed and studied 
phenomenologically in order to reach a knowledge, as 
deep as possible, of the inner structure and of the 
behaviour of the system itself. 
For such a purpose, experiments often need to be 
organized and suitable experimental devices need to be 
designed. In some cases, these may be quite sophisticated 
inventions of the hximan brain. The history of science 
reports about the scientific organization of experiments 
aimed at understanding physical reality. 
[2] 
When, through the collection and organization of 
the experimental data, the systematic observation is 
developed into the analysis, interpretation and predictio 
of the behaviour of the observed system, then a 
mathematical model is produced. 
1.2.1 Definition of Mathematical Model 
Definition 1.2.1: A state variable is a vector valued 
variable, generally a function of the independent 
variables x (space variable) € D^R^ and t (time 
variable)e [0,T]cR^, 
(1.2.1) u: Dx[0,T]^ R'',u(x,t)eR*', 
where, u =(u^, ..., u^ , ...,u^) 
such that u is the set of the variables in charge of 
describing the physical state of the observed system 
(in the mathematical model). The state variable is also 
called dependent variable. 
Definition 1.2.2: A mathematical model is an equation, 
or a set of equation's, whose solution provides the 
space time evaluation of the state variable, i.e,the 
physical behaviour, in the framework of the model, of 
the related physical system. The equation defining the 
[3] 
model can also be called the state equation. 
The sturucture of' the state equation can not be 
fixed, a priori. It depends on the adopted modelling 
technique. 
1.2.2 Classification of Mathmetical Models 
Mathematical models can be classified as follows: 
(i) Classification by state variable (u) : The state 
variable u classifies mathematical models as 
(a) discrete and continuous models, (b) dynamic and 
static models, which is shown in table 1.2.1. 
Math Model 
Discrete 
Continuous 
Static 
u=constant 
(does not dependon-
X and t) 
u = u(x) 
(depends on-
X only) 
Dynamic 
u=u(t) 
(depends on 
t only) 
u = u (x,t) 
(depends on 
both X and t) 
Table 1.2.1: Classification of math, model by state variable. 
(ii) Classification by type of state equation: The 
type of state equation classifies mathematical models 
as 
(a) algebraic model (b) ordinary diff. equation model, 
[4] 
and (c) partial diff. equation model, which is shown in 
table 1.2.2. 
Math Model 
Types of 
s t a t e eqn. 
A l g . M o d e l 
A l g e b r a i c 
eqn. 
f ( u ; x , t , r ) = 0 
ODE model 
Ordinary d i f f . 
eqn. 
d u / d t = f ( u ; t , r ) 
PDE model 
P a r t i a l d i f f . 
eqn. 
9u/3t=f (x, t , u, Uj^ ; r) 
Table 1.2.2: classification of math, model by type of 
state eqn. 
Remark 1.2.1: If the state variable is a 
multidimensional vectox, the state equations in talbe 
1.2.2 are replaced by systems of equations, one for 
each component u^  of u. In this table, r is the set of 
parameters which characterize the physical system. 
Remark 1.2.2: ODE model is a discrete one and PDE model 
is a continuous one. 
(iii) Classification by structure of state equation : 
The structure of the state equation classifies math, 
models as 
(a) linear model, (b) non-linear model, and (c) semi-
linear model, which is shown in table 1.2.3. 
[5] 
Math Mbdals 
Structures 
of 
State eqn. 
Linear 
Lu = 0 
L is a lin. 
operator 
Non-linear 
Nu = 0 
Nisa non-lin 
operator 
Semi-Linear 
Lu + eN^ u = 0 
eis a parameter 
& depend on e. 
Table 1.2.3: Classification of math, model by the struct 
of state eqn. 
1.2.3 Examples of Mathematical Models 
In this subsection some simple models are being 
given as examples without explaing the methods of model 
derivation. 
Exaiuple 1.2.1 (Diffusion of Pollutant): Assiome that we 
want to describe the diffusion of the concentration of 
pollutant in a river. According to detailed rules, the 
following simple model can be proposed 
(1.2.2) u=u(x,t) : 9u 
dt + c 
au_ 
ax 
= d 
9^ u 
9x2 
where, u, r e p r e s e n t i n g the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of the 
pol lutant , i s the s ta te variable and x, representing 
the longitudinal posit ion of the r iver (one dimensional), 
i s the space (independent) var iable . 
Example 1.2.2 (Population Dynamics): Consider the 
c lass ica l n species Lotka - Volterra model, which defines 
[ 6 ] 
the time evaluation of a system of n species, e a c h 
characterized by the nxomber u^  of individuals belonging 
to the i-th species. 
The model, in its general form, can be written as 
du. 
(1.2.3) u. = u.(t): -—^ = a.u. -u.I b u ; i=l(l)n, 
dt J 
where the terms a^  and b^ . are assumed, for the moment, 
to be constants. In particular, a^  is the intrinsic, 
rate of increase, b^ . is the competetion co-efficient 
regarding interaction. between the i-th and the j-th 
species. 
Example 1.2.3 (Small Vibration of an Elastic String) 
Consider a mathematical model that defines the small 
vibration of a perfectly elastic uniform string suspended 
at both extremes and vibrating in a plane. In particular, 
the string is suspended at x=a and x = b. 
The mathematical model is 
(1.2.4) u=u(x,t): = c2- -h-
at^  3x2 3t 
where u is the displacement of the string, t €[0,T], x 
6[a,b],c2 is the ratio between the elastic constant and 
the mass per unit length of the string and h is the 
fluid dynamic drag co-efficient. 
[7] 
1 .3 MODELLING OF OPTIONS PRICING 
Black and Scholes [06] initiated the modelling of 
some equity derivatives by parabolic partial differential 
equations with appropriate boundary conditions. Options 
are certain kinds of contracts, many of them have been 
named as European, American, Asian and Russian, but 
they have no meaning with the continent of origin; 
rather they refer to a technicality in the option 
contract. Here we discuss briefly the modelling of 
European and American options depending on history of 
asset price on the lines of Siddiqui, Manchanda and 
Kocvara [83] . The definition of each of the terras, 
underlying asset, equity, derivative, expiry, options, 
call options, put options, strike price or exercise 
price, risk management and volatility can be found in 
the referrence. 
1.3.1 Modelling of European Options 
Let V(S,t) denote the value of an option which is 
a functin of the underlying asset S and time t. Black -
Scholes proved that V (.,.) is the solution of the 
parabolic partial differential equation 
3v 1 a^v av (1.3.1) - - + —O^S^-— + r S ^ -rV =0, 3t 2 as2 as 
[8] 
where O and r are volatility and interest rate respec-
tively. 
(i) Modelling of European Call Option 
Let C (S,t) denote the value of V(S,t) when it is 
a call option. It has been shown (e,g, [96]) that C 
(.,.) is the solution of the boundary value problem: 
dc 1 , a^ c dc (1.3.2) ^ ^ + T-a^S^-— +rS- rC =0 
at 2 ds^ ds 
(1.3.3) C(S,T) = max (S-E,0) 
(1.3.4) C(0,t) =0 
(1.3.5) C(S,t)^ S as S ->« 
where S, o, r are as before and E and T are exercise 
price and expiry time respectively. Equations (1.3.2)-
(1.3.5) are known as Black-Scholes model for call option, 
which can be transformed into the diffusion equation: 
3u d^u 
( 1 . 3 . 6 ) -—=rr— f o r - oc<x<oc, t >0 
dx dx^  
with 
(1.3.7) u (x,0) = max [ e"'*^"'/^  _ g(k-i)x/2^ o] 
1 
by putting S = Ee'', t = T -x/—a^ and 
2 
[9] 
(1.3.8) C(S,t) = Ee -c-i'-/^  -(k+i)x/«'u(x,X), 
1 
where k = r/-^ a^ . 
(ii) Modelling of European Put Option 
Let P(S,t) denote the value of V(S,t) when it is a 
put option. It has been shown ([96]) that P(.,.)is the 
solution of the boundary value problem: 
ap 1 , a^ p dp (1.3.9) r + —CT^S^-— +rS — rP =0 
at 2 as2 as 
(1.3.10) P(S,T) = max (E-S,0) 
(1.3.11) P(0,t) = Ee-'<^ -'',if r is independ-
ent of time 
-Pr (X) dx 
(1.3.12) P(0,t) = Ee' 
if r is time dependent. 
(1.3.13) P (S,t) -» 0 as S ->oc 
where S,a,r, E and T are as above. Equations (1.3.9) -
(1.3.13) are known as Black-Scholes put option model 
which can also be transformed into a diffusion equation 
with certain conditions, as in the case of call option. 
[10] 
1.3.2 Modelling of American Options [96] 
(i) Modelling of American Call Option 
American call option is modelled by the BVP: 
8u 3^ u 
(1.3.15) u(x,X) ^ g(x,X) 
(1.3.16) (r r-—) (u(x,X)-g(x,T)) = 0 
3T 9X2 
(1.3.17) u(x,0) = g(x,0) 
(1.3.18) u(a,x) = g(a,X) = 0 
(1.3.19) u(b,x) = g(b,x) 
where 
(1.3.20) g(x,x)=e<''*i'^ /^* max[e"'*^ »''/2_e(k-i)x/2^  0] 
The financial variables S,t and the option value C 
are again computed by putting S = Ee'', t = T -x/ (^/^ <J^ ) 
and equation (1.3.8) 
In order to avoid technical complications, the 
problem is restricted to a finite interval (a,b) with 
-a and b large enough. In financial terms, we assume 
that we can replace the exact boundary conditions by 
[11] 
the approximation that, for small values of S, P = E-S, 
and for large S, P=0. 
(ii) Modelling of American Put Option 
American Put Option is modelled by the BVP 
du d^u 
(1.3.21) 
ax dx' 
(1.3.22) u(x,T)^ g(x,X) 
(1.3.23) { - -—-) (u(x,x)-g(x,x)) = 0 
dx dx^  
(1.3.24) u(x,0) = g(x,0) 
(1.3.25) u(a,x) = g(a,x) 
(1.3.26) u(l5,x) = g(b,x) = 0 
where 
(1.3.27) g(x,x)= e<**^'^/< max[e"'-^ "'/2_g(k+i)x/2^ 0] . 
Remark 1.3.1: In American call option, C(S,t) lies 
above the pay-off ma:x (S-E,0); in the transformed 
variables, this condition takes the form u(x,x) > g(x,x). 
The condition 3u/ dx > d^u/dx^ means that the return from 
the risk-free delta-hedged portfolio is less than the 
risk-free interest rate r. In case of American Put 
Option, P(S,t) lies avove the pay-off max (E-S,0). 
[12] 
Boudary conditions( 1.3.25) and (1.3.26) show that for 
large S, P=0 and for small S, P=E-S. 
1.4 REVIEW OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYTIC RESULTS 
1.4.1 Variational Problems in Hilbert Spaces [80] 
Theorem 1.4.1 (Riesz Representation Theorem): Let H be 
a Hilbert space with inner product <.,.> and f €H* (dual 
space of H). Then there exists a unique vector yeH such 
that 
f(x) = <x,y> for all x€H and iifii = iiyii 
Definition 1.4.1 A bivariate function a(.,.): HxH -» 
R on a real Hilbert space H is called a bilinear form on 
H, if a (.,.) is linear in both the arguments. 
Definition 1.4.2 The bilinear form a (.,.) in def. 1.4.1 
is (i) Bounded (or continuous) if there exists a constant 
M>0 such that 
|a(x,y)i< M||xii iiyii for all x,y eH 
(ii) Co-ercive or H-elliptic, if there exits a constant 
a> 0 such that a(x,x) >a||x||2 for all x eH. 
[13] 
Remark 1 . 4 . 1 iiaii= sup | a ( x , y ) | 
llx||-||yll-l 
Theorem 1.4.2: Let a (.,.) be a bounded bilinear form 
on a Hilbert space H with inner product <.,.>. Then 
there exists a unique bounded linear operator T on H 
such that 
a(x,y) = < Tx, y> for all x,y eH 
Theorem 1.4.3 (Lax-Milgram Lemma) : Let a (. , . ) be a 
biliear form on a real Hilbert space H, which is bounded 
and H-elliptic, and let F eH*. Then there exists a 
unique element UGH such that 
(1.4.1) a(u,v) = F(v) for all veH. 
Remark 1.4.2: Lax-Milgram Lemma verifies the existance 
and uniqueness of the solution of the abstract variational 
problem: 
(1.4.2) Find ueH such that a(u,v) = F(v) for all veH, 
where a(.,.), F(.) and H are as stated in the Th. 1.4.3. 
Remark 1.4.3: Following Th. 1.3.1 and Th. 1.3.2, problem 
(1.4.2) is equivalent to the linear operator equation 
(1.4.3) Au = 1 
[14] 
where A is a bounded linear operator on H and l€H. 
Theorem 1.4.4: Let a(.,.) be a bounded symmetric and H-
elliptic bilinear form on a real Hilbert space H, U a 
closed subset of H and FeH*. Then finding the solution 
of the abstract variational problem (1.4.2) on U is 
equivalent to finding the solution of the minimization 
problem: 
(1.4.4) Find ueU such that J(u) < J(v) for all veU, 
where J:H -> R is the functional defined by 
(1.4.5) J(u) = V2a(u,u) - F(u) for all ueU, 
called energy functional. 
Theorem 1.4.5: Let a(.,.) be a symmetric, H-elliptic 
and bounded bilinerar form on a real Hilbert space H, K 
a closed convex subset of H and FeH*. Then ueK is a 
solution of the minimization problem (1.4.4) on K iff u 
is a solution of the variational inequality problem: 
Find ueK such that 
(1.4.6) a(u,v-u) ^ F(v-u) for all v€K. 
Theorem 1.4.6 (Lions-Stampachia): Let a(.,.) be a 
bounded and H-elliptic bilinear form on a real Hilbert 
[15] 
space H. Then the variational inequality problem (1.4.6) 
has a unique solution. 
1.4.2 Distribution Theory and Sobolev Spaces 
[01,80] 
Let n be a bounded subset of R" with Lipschitz 
continuous boundary P. 
Definition 1.4.3 Let D(i2) be the space of all 
infinitely differentiable functions defined on CI into 
R with compact supports (support of a functin <|) on Q = 
{x€Q: <t)(x) ^ 0}). Then a bounded linear functional 
defined on D(Q) is called a Schwartz distribution or, 
simply, a distribution. 
Remark 1.4.4: D(Q)is a vector space over R and hence 
the space of distributions on Q is nothing but the dual 
space D*(i2) of D(Q). Members of D(fl) are called test 
functions. 
Definition 1.4.4: H"'(Q)= {feL^iQ): D«f eL^ (Q) , |a|< m}, 
where m is any positive integer and a a multi-index of 
magnitude I a I, is called the Sobolev space of order m 
and is a Hilbert Space w.r.to the inner product 
< f'g>» = 2:,„,^  < D«f, D«g>2 L (Q) 
[16] 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 5 : H(,"(Q)is d e f i n e d as t h e c l o s u r e of 
D ( n ) i n H»(Q) and 
Theorem 1 . 4 . 7 H^M i^) = {feHM^^): f l r = 0 } and 
H„Mii) = { feH2(Q) : fi j . =af/dTllr = 0} 
In particular, HQ" (R") = H" (R") . Dual space of HJ" (il) is 
denoted by E^''^ (Q) . 
Theorem 1.4.8 (Green's formulae) 
(i) For u,veH^ (Q) , 
( 1 . 4 . 7 ) J^vau/dx^ dQ(x) = -l^udv/dx^ d a ( x ) + JrUVTi^dr(x) , 
where T]^ i s t h e i*^*" component of t h e o u t e r normal a t T. 
( i i ) For u € H 2 ( Q ) a n d v eH^ (Q) , 
( 1 . 4 . 8 ) jQvAudfl(x) = - JQVU.VV dQ(x) + j^vdu/dr]dr{x) , 
where, du/3T| = Z (3u/9x^)T|^ i s t h e normal d e r i v a t i v e of u . 
i - l 
Theorem 1.4.9 (Poincare's Inquality) : For veHQ^(i2) and 
a constant C > 0, 
(1.4.9) ( Jjjv2dQ(x))^ /2 <c (I0v/ax,)2 dn(x))i/2. 
i-l 
[17] 
1.5 REVIEW OF CIASSICAL NUMERICAL METHODS 
1.5.1 J^ >proxiinate Solutions of Systems of Linear Equations 
In scientific and engineering works, particularly 
in finding approximate solutions of differential equation 
problems, a frequently occuring problem is to find the 
solution of the equation 
(1.5.1) Ax = b 
where 
A = 
^11 ^12 • • • ^ IH 
^21 ^22 • • • ^ 2N 
l-^Hl ^112 • • • ^ NN -I 
is an NxN matrix. 
X = [x^  ... x^ ]'^  is the unknown vector and b = [b^ ...b^ ]'^  
is the constant vector. 
Direct Methods [47] 
(i) Gauss Elimination Method: In this method the matrix 
A in (1.5.1) is reduced to an upper triangular matrix U 
with diagonal elements unity on applying a finite niamber 
of row operations. 
Gauss 
[A/b] •> [ U/b*] 
Elimination 
[18] 
The reduced system can be solved by backward 
substitution or matrix inversion method. Number of 
arithmetic operations is roughly N^/3. 
(ii) Gauss-Jordan tfethod: In this method the matrix 
A in (1.5.1) is reduced to the identity matrix on 
applying a finite niimber of row opeations. 
Gauss 
[Alb] : ^ > [ lib*] 
Jordan 
The number of arithmetic operations is roughly N^/2. 
Also, for computing inverse of A, 
Gauss 
[All.] > [ Jljft"] 
Jo rdan 
(iii) Triangularization or Factorization Method: In 
this method the co-efficient matrix A in (1.5.1) is 
decomposed into the product of a lower triangular matrix 
L and an upper triangular matrix U (which is possible 
and is unique by a theorem, [25] pp 266-267), if all the 
principal minors of A are non-singular. Then equation 
(1.5.1) becomes 
[19] 
(1.5.2) Ly = b, Ux = y 
Now, equation (1.5.2) can be solved first for y by 
forward substitution (or matrix inversion method) and 
then for x by backward substitution (or matrix inversion 
method). 
(iv) Cholesky (or Squard-Root)Method: If the co-
efficient matrix A in (1.5.1) is symmetric and positive 
definite, A can be decomposed as A = LL'^ . 
Remark 1.5.1: Solutions of tridiagonal systems which 
occur frequently in solving BVPs by finite difference 
and finite element methods, are found to be convenient 
by factorization method, if the underlying matrix is 
non-symmetric and by Cholesky method," if the underlying 
matrix is symmetric. 
Iterative Methods [21] 
The basic idea behind an iterative method for solving 
(1.5.1) is first to convert the system into an equivalent 
form 
(1.5.3) X = Bx+d. 
Then starting with an initial approximation x'°' of the 
solution vector x, generate a sequence of approximations 
{x""} defined by 
[20] 
(1.5.4) x(k+i) = Ex'^'+d, k = 0,1 
Now, the matrix A in (1.5.1) can be written as 
A = L +D+U, where 
L = ^21 0 
0' 
0 
Nl •••a^-xO 
, U = 
0 a 
0 
0 
12 IN 
N-IN 
and D = diag [ a^ ,^ .... a^] where we assume that a^ ^ ^  0, 
i = 1(1)N. 
(i) The Jacobl Method: In this method (1.5.1) is 
converted into the form (1.5.3),where 
B = -D-ML+U) and d = D'^ 
and the sequence of iterations (1.5.4) (in terms of the 
components) is given by 
1 N 
(1. 5 . 5) x^ (Jc-t-l) -
ii 
[bi-Z a,^ x^ "'»], i=l(l)N, k=0,l,. 
(ii) The Gauss-Seidel Method: In this method (1.5.1) 
takes the form (1.5.3), where 
B = -(L+D)-iU and d=(L+D)-^b 
and the sequence of iterations (1.5.4) (in terms of 
the components) is given by 
[21] 
(1.5.6) x,'"*^' = - ^ [b,-Z"\.x^ <''"^ '-i^ a^,^ x^ ""], i=l(l)N, 
K.^ U / X f • • • • 
a,, " ^ j=i '' ^ j=i+i 
Theorem 1.5.1 (Convergence of Iterative Methods): A 
necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence 
of the iteration (1.5.4), for any arbitrary choice of 
x'°', is the p(B) <1. A sufficient condition is that iiBii 
<1 for some matrix norm. 
(iii) The Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) Method: In 
this method, (1.5.1) is converted into the form (1.5.3) 
where 
B=(a)L+D)-M (l-Oi))D-a)U] and d=a)(a)L +D)-^ b 
and the sequence of approximations (1.5.4) (interms of 
the components) is given by 
(1.5.7) x^('^*i'=^  [b,-'i a^ .x^ O'^ i'-f a,^ x^ <'"]+ (l-0))x/'", 
^ii j=l j=i+l 
i=l(l)N,k=0,l, ... 
where (DG(0,2) is a relaxation parameter. 
(iv) The Conjugate Gradient Method: If the co-efficient 
matrix A in (1.5.1) is symmetric and positive definite, 
then the sequence {x""} of approximations is constructed 
as follows: 
[22] 
starting from an initial approximation x'°', we define 
r=Ax'°'-b,a„ = ^^°' ^ °^ and p, = Ax""-b, k=0,1, ... 
<Ar„,r„> 
Then the vector x*^ ' is given by x'^ ' = x'°>- ag^ o-
For k^  1, we define 
^k= Pk "•• T ^k-i 
l i P k - i " 
Then the sequence of approximations is given by 
(1.5.8) x"'*^ '= xo^ '-aj^ r,^ , k=0,l, ... 
<Pi,f r,^> 
where a. = — 
" <Ar^, r> 
k' k 
1.5.2 Numerical Integration [79] 
In scientific and engineering works, another 
frequently occuring problem is to find the value of the 
integral 
(1.5.9) 1= f^ y(x) dx 
where y(x) is a function which may be given explicitely 
or as a discrete form. 
(i) Trapezoidal Rule 
(1-5.10) f'V(x)dx =-—[(yo+yJ+2(y^+ +y^.,) ] • 
^0 ^ 
[23] 
(ii) Simpson's 1/3"* Rule 
h (1.5.11) ff{K)dx=-—[(yo+yH)+4(y,+y3+..+y».i)+2(y2+..Y^.3)] 
3 
(iii) Simpson's 3/8"> Rule 
3h (1.5.12)J^(x)dx=-—[(y^+yj +2 (73+7, +. .+7^ .3)+3 {Y,+ . .Y^ .,) ] 
Remark 1.5.2: In Simpson's l/S""^  rule, N should be even 
and in Simpson's 3/8'^'' rule, N should be a multiple of 3. 
1.6 19AVELETS [68] 
Wavelet analysis is the outcome of the synthesis of 
ideas that have emerged in different branches of 
mathematics, physics and engineering. Since the days of 
Fourier, scientists and engineers, besides mathematician 
themselves, have been making vigorous efforts to represent 
square integrable functions (signals having finite 
energy) as linear combinations of functions having some 
nice properties. 
The wavelet theory provides a unified framework 
for a niamber of techniques which have been developed 
independently for various signal processing applications. 
Actually wavelets form a basis of ^(R) that is why 
wavelet is used for approximating functions in numerical 
[24] 
solution of differential equations which we will see in 
following chapters. 
1.6.1 Basic Concepts 
Let <(> e L2(R)and define <|>. ,^, j,k€Z as 
(1.6.1) <l>j,k<x) = 2^ '^ <t>(2^ x-k) 
obtained by dilation and translation of the single 
function (|). 
Let {V :jeZ} be a family subspaces of L2(R) generated 
by <|) and defined as 
(1.6.2) V = closure [<|)^ ,^ :k€Z] for all jeZ, satisfying 
(1.6.3) V^ cV^ ^^  for all jeZ (containment hierarchy), 
and 
(1.6.4) Closure (U.„V^)= L2(R); (n^ ^^  V.={0} 
The closure of U^ ^^ V^  is spanned by the family{<|)^  r,'^^^^ 
which is not linearly independent, being clear from 
(1.6.3). Thus, the family {<|), .: j, keZ} cannot form a 
basis of L2(R). To construct a basis, we construct 
different spaces as follows: 
[25] 
For each jeZ,we define the space W^  to be the 
orthogonal complement of V^  in V^ ^^  i.e. 
(1.6.5) V^ ^^  = V^  e W^  for all jeZ. 
Analogous to V^ , the space W^ is found to be spanned by 
integer dilates and translates 
(1.6.6) Vj,k<^ ) = 2i/2x|/(2ix-k), keZ 
of another single function \|f€L2(R).So W is generated by 
V|/and is defined as 
(1.6.7) W^  = closure [\|/^ ,^ :keZ] for all j€Z 
where the family {w. .:j,keZ]is linearly independent and 
hence is a basis of W^ . Therefore L2(R) can be decomposed 
as an orthogonal direct s\am of the spaces W , jeZ as 
(1.6.8) L^m = ®iezWj. 
The family of normalized dilates and translates 
^Vj,k'J'keZ}, which is linearly independent, forms an 
orthonormal basis of L2(R). The families {^^ ^} and {V|f. ,^} 
satisfy the following properties: 
(1.6.9) 
<i) <K^'^i.i> = S,,, j,k,lez, 
(ii) <^.^^,^^^^> = 0, j,k,l€Z, and 
(iii)<Vj,.'Vi,„.> = 5^ 1-5^ ' j,k,l,meZ, 
L_ 
[26] 
Definition 1.6.1: A function \|/GL2(R)is called a wavelet 
(or an orthonormal wavelet) if the system {\\f^ ^,:j ,keZ}, 
where w, . is defined by (1.6.6), forms an orthonormal 
basis of L2(R) i.e., for any f GL2(R), 
(1.6.10) f(x)= S,,,2:,,, c^,Vj,.(x), where 
(1.6.11) c^ ,, = <f,V,,.> 
In the above discussion, the function <|), whose dilates 
and translates do not form a basis of L2(R), is called 
the scaling function corresponding to the wavelet Vj/. 
Definition 1.6.2: The series given in relation (1.6.10) 
is called the wavelet series of f and c. . given in 
relation (1.6.10) are called the wavelet co-efficients 
of f. 
Definition 1.6.3: Let 0 ;£ a, b€R. Then 
(1.6.12) ¥,,b(x) = la|-i/2v,^ ((x-b)/a), 
where \|feL2(R)and Jxvjf (x) dx=0, i s c a l l e d a cont inuous 
w a v e l e t . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 6 . 4 t h e wavelet transform of a f u n c t i o n f 
eL2(R), denoted by W\|/^j^(f)is d e f i n e d as 
(1 .6 .13 ) W\K^j,(f)=<f,v|/^^^> = ( 1 / V | a | ) l^f(x)V| / ( (x-b) /a)dx. 
[27] 
Remark 1.6.1: On applying Parseval's identity, one may 
deduce that 
(1.6.14) 2n W\I^^,(f)= <f,V,,,> 
where \|/^  ^,((0) = (a/V| a|) e-^ '*v(a(o) . 
Remark 1.6.2: Though there is no relation between 
Fourier co-efficient? and Fourier transforms, the 
following relation holds in the case of wavelet: 
(1.6.15) WXK.,^ ^^ .,(f) = c^,,. 
1.6.2 Exaioples of Wavelets 
Example 1.6.1 (Haar Wavelet) [68] 
The Haar function \|f(x) is defined as 
1 for 0<x< 1/2 
-1 for 1/2 < x<l 
_0 otherwise 
(1.6.16) \K(x) = 
which is a well known wavelet. The associated scaling 
function <|) for this wavelet is given by 
(1.6.17) (|)(x) = 1 for 0< x< 1, 0 otherwise 
whose Fourier transform is 
128] 
(1.6.18) (|)(a))= e-^ "" (sinndi)/TZGi = e-^ ""(cos7ca)/2)<^ (co/2) . 
Properties of (j)^,^  and \|/. ,^  are (1.6.19) 
(i) Haar basis {\j/^,^  :j>0,k =0,...,2^-l} consists of 
piecewise constant fucntions 
(ii). A. . and \if. . have compact supports for all j,keZ 
(iii) J^  <|)^ ,^ (x)dx = 2-^ /^  and J^  \|f^ ,^ (x)dx =0 for all j,keZ 
Example 1.6.2 (Daubechies Wavelet) [35] 
Daubechies wavelet is a generalization of Haar 
wavelet.For every integer N>1, Daubechies constructs a 
pair of functions <|) and yf those are the functions in 
(1.6.17) and (1.6.16) respectively for N=l and those 
generalize these functions for N>1. Her construction 
involves the following steps: 
2N"1 
step 1: Construct a finite sequence {h^},,.o satisfying 
(1.6.20) \.^K\.2n = 8o» ^ox all m e Z, 
(1-6-21) 2:,^ ,h,= V2, 
(1 .6 .22 ) \ez% k"»=0, whenever 0< m^ N - 1 , 
where g,^  = (-D^h^,^ 
[29] 
step 2: Construct the trigonometric polynomial m^iy) by 
(1.6.23) mo(y) = V2 2^,^ h, exp(iky), 
Step 3: Construct the scaling function (j) so as its 
Fourier transform ^ satisfies 
(1.6.24) '^(y) =(l/V27C)n m (2-''y) 
Step 4: Construct the wavelet function \|/ by 
(1.6.25) \|/(x)=Z,^^g, (|)(2x-k) 
For N>1 these functions define the sets {^. ^}, {¥j k) 
satisfying the properties (1.6.19) (ii)-(iii) of Haar 
functions,and, in addition, the following properties; 
(1.6.26) 
(1.6.27) 
(1.6.28) 
<t>j,.= \ez \-2^ <l>j.i,„ and \|/. ,^ = Z„^^ g^ .^ ^ (|).^^^„ 
for all jGZ 
- Support «|>j,^ ) = [2-^k,2-^(k+2N-l)] and 
I—Support (Vj,„)= [ 2-^(k+l-N), 2-^(k+N)], 
•^ R^ j.k (^ ) "^^  ^ ^ =0 for all j,k€Z and any 
integer 0 <m < N-1 
(1.6.29) <|)^ ,^  and y. ,^  ec^<">= space of Holder continuous 
[30] 
functions with exponent A,(n), where X,(2)=2-log2 
(1+V3)».5500 and X(N)« .3485N for large N. 
Remark 1.6.3: Equations (1.6.26) - (1.6.28) are derived 
from the properties of <b. . and \i/. . in Daubechies [23]. 
3 r '^ Jt '^ 
[31] 
CHAPTER 2 
CLASSICAL NUMERICAL METHODS 
FOR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, it becomes a quite formidable task, if 
not impossible, to find exact solutions of most of the 
real life models. During the last half of the century 
attempts have been taken to develop techniques and 
methods to find approximate solutions of these models 
and to examine whether the approximate solutions converge 
to the exact solutions or not. The error estimations 
between the exact and approxmiate solutions have been 
studied extensively in the recent past. New endeavours 
are made to find methods and techniques which will 
require minimum time in evaluating the models with 
maximum accuracy. These methods, techniques and tools 
constitute the subject of "Scientific Computation". 
Very often, the models are expressed in the form of 
ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs and 
PDEs) with boundary or initial-boundary conditions. By 
an exact solution we mean a solution of these boundary 
[32] 
and initial boundary value problems (BVPs & IBVPs) 
exactly satisfying them while the corresponding 
approximate solution is a solution of an equivalent 
algebraic equation (AE) obtained from the given problem 
by discretizing the analytical model. These algebraic 
equations can be solved by the methods explained in 
chapter 1. 
The folio-wing methods for finding approximate 
solutions of models are well known to mathematicians, 
engineers and other users of mathematics: 
(1) the Rayleigh - Ritz Method (ii) The Galerkin 
Method (iii) The Weighted Residuals Method (iv) The 
Collocation Method (v) The Least Square Method (vi) 
The Finite Difference Method (FDM) (vii) The Multigrid 
Method (viii) The Finite Volume Method (ix) The Finite 
Element Method (FEM) (x) The Boundary Element Method 
(BEM) (xi) The Particle Method (xii) The Wavelet Wethod. 
Mathematical models, generally, can be written in the 
form 
(2.1.1) TU = f in fi,Su = g on F, 
where Q c R", (in particular N = 1,2,3), T is the boundary 
of Q, T and S are differential operators and f and g 
[33] 
are memebers of an appropriate function space. Most of 
the above methods are based on variational technique 
in which some sorts of variational (weak) formulaton 
of the given model is required. 
Our chapter is organized as follows : 
Section 2.2 discusses the general results concerning 
the approximation of the variational problem (1.4.2). 
In section 2.3 some important numerical methods mentioned 
above are discussed. Section 2.4 briefly introduces 
finite element methood whereas section 2.5 addresses 
the application of wavelet for niamerical slolution of 
differential equation problems. 
2.2 GENERAL APPROXIMATION RESULTS FOR VARIATIONAL 
PROBLEMS [35] 
Concerning the approximation of problem (1.4.2) 
or of (2.1.1) where both T and S are linear, we consider 
a family {H^ } of finite dimensional closed subspaces of 
H. Then we can aproximate problem (1.4.2) on H as 
(2.2.1) 
pFind U € H such that 
I n n 
[^ a(u^ , v^ ) = F(v^) for all v^  € H^  
which has, obviously, a unique solution, by Lax-Miligram 
Lemma. It is then a simple exercise to prove the following 
apporximation property: 
[34] 
(2.2.2) ||u-u„||^|| A II II A-M I llu-vjl for all v^ € 
H . If the bilinear form a (.,.) is symmetric, (2.2.2) 
n 
can be refined to yield 
(2.2.3) Iju-uj 1^ (1 lAJl JIA-M 1)'^' ||u-vJ|for all v„e H„ 
Remark 2.2.1: Relation (2.3.2) clearly implies 
(2.2.4) ilu-ujj < jjAIJ JIA-M I inf ||u-v I j and an 
analogous result follows from relation (2.2.3). From 
the results above, we have 
(2.2.5) lim ||u-u„||=0, if lim inf ||u-v^||=0. 
n->oo n->+oo V eH 
n n 
In the case where H^  cH^c . .cH^_^cH^c . ., (2 . 2 . 5) is 
automatically satisfied if the closure of u^H^ is equal 
to H. 
Remark 2.2.2: By Theorem 1.4.4, the problem (2.2.1) 
is equivalent to the minimization problem : 
(2.2.6) Find u^eH^ such that J(u„)<J(v^) for all v^ eH„ 
where J(.) is defined by (1.4.5). 
2.3 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL METHODS 
2,3.1 The Rayleigh-Ritz Method [68] 
The Rayleigh-Ritz Method deals with the approximate 
[35] 
solution of (1.4.2) in the form of a finite seris 
(2.3.1) u„= V '^ c^^  <|)., 
where the co-efficients c. j=l(l)n, called the Rayleigh-
J r 
Ritz coefficients, are chosen such that the equation 
(2.2.1) holds for 
^vT^i' ^^^ (l)ri, i.e. 
(2.3.2) a(Ec^ (|>.+<|)o, (|>J=F«|),), i=l(l)n 
which can be put as a system of linear equations 
(2.3.3) Ac=b, 
where A = [a (<|>^, (|)j) ], is a square matrix of order 
n, b=[b^, . . . ,b^]^ such that b^ =F((|>^ )-a (<|>o,(|»^) , i=l(l)nand 
c=[c^, . . ., c^ ]''. For symmetric form a (., . ) the Rayleigh-
Ritz method can be viewed as one that seeks solution of 
the form (2.3.1) in which the parameters c^,j=l(l)n are 
determined by minimizing the quadratic functional (energy 
functional) (1.4.5). 
2.3.2 The Galerkin Method [68] 
Let R = T(u)-b?tO where T is as in (2.1.1) and 
b=T(Uo) in Q such that 
[36] 
(2.3.4) <R,e»=JnR(odn(x)=0 
n 
where o>= £p.^., 
3-1 ' 5 
For linear T, (2.3.4) gives a linear system of algebraic 
equations from which P 's can be determined. In the 
linear case the Raylelgh-Rltz method and the Galerkln 
method are Identical. It Is a common practice to choose 
(D as a variation of u, I.e. 
(2.3.5) (0 = 6u=8a^ 4>,+ + 8a„ •„, 
where 5a=Pw j=l(l)n. Thus the Galerklng method seeks 
an approximate solution of (1.4.2) In the form co = 
n 
£p^^^ and determines the co-efflclents P^,j=l(l)n, 
j=l 
from the condition that the residual R Is orthogonal to 
(D. 
2.3.3 The Weighted Residuals Method [29] 
The Weighted Residual Method Is a numerical method 
for approximation of differential equations when T In 
(2.1.1) can be chosen as any one of the follwlng operators 
d du 
(1) Tu= (a ) 
dx dx 
[37] 
(2.3.6) (ii) Tu= — ~ (b-—) 
dx^ dx^ 
d du 
(iii)Tu= - (u ) 
dx dx 
(iv) Tu= - [~ {k,-;:7)+-^77(ky—^) ] 
d dn d du 
— (  )+ (k .
dx "ax dy ^ dy 
In this method also, the solution of (2.1.1) is 
approximated by the expression of the form 
(2.3.7) u„=VEc^4.^ 
where <j>pmust satisfy all the boundary conditions taking 
as homogenous and ^ , j = l(l)n, must satisfy all the 
boundary conditions as well as continuity.In general, 
(2.3.8) E = T(u )-f;to 
is called a residual or error in the equation. The 
parameters c are determined by setting 
(2.3.9) lnH/^(x,y)E(x,y,Cj)dxdy = 0, i=l(l)n, 
where \\i^, i=l(l)n, are weight functions which are 
linearly independent. 
For linear T, (2.3.9) reduces to 
n 
(2.3.10) ZT^^c^ = f^ , i = l(l)n, 
where 
[38] 
(2.3.11) T,j=i„M>,«t>.)dxdy and f,=fnM'itf-T «t>o) l^ ^^ l^y 
It is clear that the matrix T=(T^^)is not symmetric. 
Remark 2.3.1: If Vi=<j)i, i=l(l)n in (2.3.9), we get the 
Galerkin method as a special case of the weighted 
residual method. The case ^^"^^i for at least one i is 
sometimes referred to as the Potrov-Galerkin Method. 
2.3.4 The CoiLocatioti Method [26,72,911 
In this method we look for an approximate solution 
u^ of (2.1.1) of the form (2.3.7) by requiring the 
residual in the equation to be identically zero at n 
selected points X^=(x^,y^), i=(l)n in the domain Q,i.e. 
(2.3.12) E(x,,y.,c^)=0, i=l(l)n. 
The selection of the points X^  is vital in obtaining an 
accurate solution. Thei collocation method is a special 
case of residual method when v|/^ =6(X-Xi) , where 6(x) is 
the Dirac delta functix)n. 
2.3.5 The Least Squares Method [08,72,60] 
This is a special case of the weighted residual 
method where \|/^ =5E/5c^ , when we are looking for a solution 
as in (2.3.9). We shall determine the parameters c. 
[39] 
from th^ condition 
(2.3.13) a/ac.JnE2(x,y,c^)dxdy=0 
which is the necessary condition for the integral of E^  
to be minimum. On differentiation (2.3.13) takes the 
form 
(2.3.14) |„E(aE/5c^)dxdy=0. 
For linear T, (2.3.14) takes the form 
(2.3.15) S(J„T ((!>,) T((|)^)dxdy)c^=J„T((|)J [ f-T ((|)„)]dxdy 
which is a system of linear equations. 
2.3.6 The Finite Difference Method (FDM) [68,79] 
In the Finite Difference Method, we replace 
differential operators in (2.1.1) by means of their 
finite difference . (e.g. central difference) 
approximations which reduces the whole system into a 
system of algebraic equations. 
Finite Difference Approximations to Derivatives 
(i) One dimensional problem (ODE) 
We divide the domain Q = [a,b] into N equal 
subdomains [x^ _^ , xJ, i=l(l)N each of length h so that 
[40] 
x^=a+ih, i=0(l)N. Then the finite difference (central 
difference) approximations for first and second order 
derivatives of u are given by 
u.^  -u 
(2.3.16) u/= — ^ + 0(h2) 
2h 
and 
u.^  -2u^+u. 
(2.3.17) u."= -—— "— + 0(h2) 
^ h^  
where u^=u(x^)and etc. 
(ii) Two dimensional problems (PDE) 
Let the domain flpR^ bea rectangular region which 
we divide into a network of T^ijli^ i^ectangles of sides 
Ax=h and Ay=k by drawing a set of lines x^=ih, i=0(l)N^ 
and yj=jk, j=0(l)N2. The points of intersection of these 
families of lines are called mesh points or grid paints. 
The finite difference (central diff.) approximations 
of first and second order partial derivatives of u, 
analogues to (2.3.16) and (2.3.17), are given by 
(2.3.18) - ^ ^ -J^ iiiiil^ i^iiii. + 0(h2) 
2h 
u .-2u .+u. , . 
(2.3.19) ~= '-^ '^  '' + O(h^) 
(2.3.20) — ^ = ''i>J-i~^ i,J-i ^ Q^ j^ 2j 
ay 2k 
[41] 
^ - i . r 
ax 
^X,, 
ax2 
a u . , 
d^u, . u. .^,-2u. .+u.. , 
( 2 . 3 . 2 1 ) —h^ = 1:^ Li2_i2lL H. o(k^) 
w h e r e u^ , .j=u (x^, y^) a n d e t c . 
2 . 4 THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (FEM) 
The FEM i s a v a r i a t i o n a l t e c h n i q u e based 
method to solve d i f f e r e n t i a l equation problems. In 
t h i s method, con t inuous problem d e s c r i b e d by a 
d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n i s c o n v e r t e d i n t o an 
e q u i v a l e n t v a r i a t i o n a l (weak) form and i s 
d i s r e t i z e d on a proper function space (usual ly a 
Sobolev space) . The approximate s o l u t i o n of t h i s 
d i s c r e t e v a r i a t i o n a l problem i s assumed to be a 
l i n e a r combination E^ c^ V|/^  of approximation functions 
V|;^ . The c o n s t a n t s c^'s a re de te rmined from the 
assoc ia ted system of a lgebra ic equa t ions . 
The FEM provides a sys t ema t i c technique for 
d e r i v i n g the approximat ion f u n c t i o n s for s imple 
subregions which c o n s t i t u t e a geometr ical ly complex 
r eg ion . In t h i s method, the approximation funct ions 
a re p iecewise polynomials those are def ined only 
on a s u b r e g i o n , c a l l e d an e l ement . In f a c t , t h i s 
[42] 
method is an approximation method on Sobolev 
spaces. 
2 . 4 . 1 Bas ic Aspects of FEM [15] 
Let us assume that the variational problem 
(1.4.2) corresponds to a second order or to a 
fourth order e l l i p t i c BVP posed over an open 
subset Q of R'^^with a Lipschitz continuous 
boundary F. 
In order to obtain the approximate problem 
(2.2.1) we face the problem of constructing finite 
dimensional subspaces H^  of the space H (such as 
HMfi), H„Mfi), H2(n), Ho^Q)). 
The FEM, in i ts simplest form, is a specific 
process of constructing subspaces H^  called finite 
element spaces. This construction is characterized 
by three basic aspects (FEMl), (FEM2) and (FEM3). 
(FraCL) : Triangulation {\) over the set Q (Q with 
F), i . e . discretization of the domain Q into a 
finite niamber of almost disjoint siabsets K, called 
the finite elements. 
Given a f i n i t e element space X„ ( f in i t e 
dimensional subspace of H) of functions v defined 
[43] 
over Q, we define the finite dimensional spaces 
to the finite elements K € x^^ 
(PEM 2) : The spaces P,^ , K € Xj^ , contain 
polynomials of degree £ k. 
(FEM 3) : There exists at least one ''canonical" 
basis in the space H^  whose corresponding basis 
functions have supports which are as small as 
possible. 
2.4.2 Largrange Finite Element Spaces in N-
Simplex Finite Elements [15,46] 
In this case, dim P^  = "^''C,^, k being the 
maximiam degree of the approximated polynomials. 
Linear polynomial approximation (]c~l) : Here, dim 
P^=N+1. If p(x) be the approximated polynomial, 
p(x) can be represented as 
N+l 
p(x)= E (|) (x)p(a.) 
1=1 
where x= (x^, . . . , x^) eR"* and a^, i = l ( l ) N + l a r e t he 
v e r t i c e s of the N-simplex. 
( i ) 1-Simplex (Line Segment) Element For t h i s 
e l e m e n t , dim P^=2 and t h e c a n o n i c a l b a s i s i s 
[44] 
{l,x}. Let e=[x^,X2] be a line segment element of 
the domain Q =[a,b](=R. Then the approximation for 
u in the e''' element 
^2(^2) a,(x,) 
Figure 2.4.1 : Line segment element and Graphs 
of *, (X) (-) and ^^{x) ( — ) 
is given by 
(2.4.1) 
where 
Xj-x 
U<«'(x)=(t»,(x)U^+<|>2(x)U2, 
u^=u(xj, U2=u(x2) and 
x-x. 
<|)^ {x)= and <|)2{x)= having the properties 
x^-x, X 2 - X , 
( i ) (|>,(x)+<|)2(x)=l and (ii)(|>^(x.)=5,^ i , j = l , 2 
( i i ) 2-Simplex (Triangular) Element: For t h i s 
e lemnent , dim Pi=3 and the c a n o n i c a l b a s i s i s 
{ l , x , y } l e t e be a t r i a n g u l a r e l e m e n t w i t h 
v e r t i c e s aj^(x^,y^), a2(x2,y2) and a3(x3,y3) of t h e 
domain ficJl^. Then the approximation for u in the 
[45] 
e^^ e lement i s g iven by : 
( 2 . 4 . 2 ) u'^'{x,y) = N^(x,y)u^+N2(x,y)u2+N3(x,y)U3, where 
u^=u (a^) =u (x^, y^),U2=u (a^) =u (x^, y2), U3=u (a^) =u (X3, y^) 
and 
1 
^1 (X, y) = — — - [ (X2y3-X3y2) + (y2-y3) x+ ix^-x^) y ] , 
2A'*' 
1 
N2 (^' y) = J^^ (^syr^iVa) + (ya-^i) x+ (X1-X3) y ] , 
1 
^3 (X, y) = — — [ (x^yj-x^y,) + (y^-ya) ^+ (^^-x,) y ] , 
2A**' 
A'^' b e i n g t h e a r e a of t h e e*^ '' t r i a n g l e . He re 
a l s o , N, N_,N- have t h e fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s 
3 
( i ) . Z N ^ ( x , y ) = l , ( i i ) N,(a^)=5,^, i , j = l , 2 , 3 
2 . 4 . 3 L a g r a n g e F i n i t e E l e m e n t S p a c e s i n N-
Rectangle F i n i t e Elements 
Here, dimension of t h e f i n i t e element space=(k+l) ' ' , 
k b e i n g t h e maximum d e g r e e of t h e a p p r o x i m a t e d 
p o l y n o m i a l s . 
Linear Polynomial Approximation I n t h i s c a s e , 
k=l and dimension of the approximated space=2'', and 
i f q(x) be t h e approximated po lynomia l . 
[46] 
q(x) = E \ | / .q(b) : where x= (x^, . . . , x^ ,) eR" 
i=l 
and b ^ ( i = l (1) 2") a r e t h e c o r n e r s of t h e N-
rec tang le 
2 - R e c t a n 9 l e (Rectangular) Element For t h i s 
element, dimension of the approximating subspace=4 
which i s the span of {1, x, y, xy}, Let e be 
a r e c t a n g u l a r element of t h e domain QcR^. The 
polynomial ( l inear) approximation for u in the e'^ '^  
element i s given by 
(2.4.3) u« (X, y) =\|/, (x, y) u^ +vi/^  (x, y) u^ +vj/j (x, y) Uj+y^ (x, y) u^  
where 
( x -X j ) ( y - y j (x -x^ ) ( y - y j ) 
\|/, ( x , y ) = DD, V|/2(x,y)= 
(x^-x^) (Yi-yJ (x^-x^) (y2-y3) 
( x - x j (y-Yz) (X-X3) ( y - y j 
\\f^{x,y)= , \\f^{x,Y)= 
(X3-XJ (y3-y2) (x^-X3) (y . -y^ ) 
Remarks 2.4.1: In N-rectangle finite elements, 
product terms without equal variable have been 
included for linerity, which is actually not 
linear. 
2.5 THE WAVELET METHOD 
Wavelets are currently being investigated for 
[47] 
n u m e r i c a l s o l u t i o n of d i f f e r e n t i a l (and 
i n t e g r a l ) e q u a t i o n s . This s e c t i o n d e s c r i b e s an 
o u t l i n e of t he s o l u t i o n of one d i m e n s i o n a l 
d i f fe ren t ia l equation problems by wavelet method.A 
br ief account of wavelets has been presented in 
chapter 1 (section 1.6). Daubechies wavelets wil l 
be employed in solving ODE and PDE problems in 
chapters 3,4 and 5. Wavelets provide a robust and 
accurate a l t e r n a t i v e to more t r a d i t i o n a l methods 
such as f i n i t e d i f ferences and f i n i t e elements 
discussed in e a r l i e r sec t ions . The wavelet-based 
methods adapt a Ritz-Galerkin technique that uses 
functions associated with the orthonormal bases of 
compactly supported wavelets. 
2.5.1 Galerkin Approximation in Wavelet Bases[68] 
To approximate u of (2 .1 .1 ) by wave l e t -
Galerkin method in (2.2.1) for one dimensional 
problems, we choose f ini te dimensional sxibspaces H^  
of H which are spanned by orthonormal wavelets 
vj/^ ,^ . Then the corresponding approximate problem is 
given by (2.2.1) where 
( 2 . 5 . 1 ) u„=c/(t.„;„+i d,» v|/„,, 
k=0 
[48] 
Here ^^ ^ is identically "one" on Q(here QcR) c/ 
is the average of u^^ on Q. 
Using (|>^  ^ as basis functions for H^ , the Galerkin 
condition. 
(2.5.2) a(u„,vJ=F(v„), v„eH„ 
gives rise to a linear system of equations 
(2.5.3) A„d = b 
where A is the sti.ffness matrix relative to the 
n 
basis functions ^^ ^ and d,b are the corresponding 
vectors with cij^=d,j" and b^ =F(<j)^  j^) . 
2.5.2 Approximation Properties of Daubechies 
Functions. [35] 
For m>^ l and Q an open interval of R, we 
define the space 
(2.5.4) for any fixed integer N>1 and any integer 
n, H^(W)=restriction ' to fl of functions in H^  by 
the scaling functions corresponding to N (Ex. 
1.5.2) i.e., H^(R)=H„, where H^  is defined by 
(2.5.5) H^  = Closure [^^^ : keZ] . 
Here, we are stating a result without proof [35] 
[49] 
t h a t , t o g e t h e r w i th t h e g e n e r a l a p p r o x i m a t i o n 
r e s u l t s in s ec t i on 2.2 provides the mathematical 
j u s t i f i c a t i o n for wavelet based solut ion method for 
BVPs discussed in l a t t e r chap te r s . 
Theorem 2 . 7 . 1 L e t m>_0, N>m s u c h t h a t t h e 
a s s o c i a t e d s c a l i n g f u j n c t i o n ^ and t h e wave l e t 
function i|/ belong to H"(R) (The ex is tance of such 
an i n t e g e r i s implied by the p r o p e r t y (1 .6 .29) ) 
and geH''(Q) . Then for any 8>0, t h e r e e x i s t s an 
i n t ege r n such t h a t 
(2.5.6) | | g - h | | ^ < s , 
where h i s the r e s t r i c t i o n to Q of a function in 
H^  and I I . I I the norm on H»(n) . 
Remark 2 . 5 . 1 : I t fol lows from p r o p e r t y (1 .6 .29) 
tha t for m=l, N=3, the associated scal ing function 
(|> and the wavelet function \|/ s a t i s fy the hypothesis 
of theorem 2 . 7 . 1 . This cho i ce i s a d e q u a t e t o 
t r e a t second o rde r ' e l l i p t i c BVPs in one space 
dimension. For m=2, N=7 a l so (|> and v|/ s a t i s f y the 
hypo thes i s of theorem 2 . 7 . 1 and i s adequate to 
t r e a t for th order e l l i p t i c BVPs. 
[50] 
2 . 5 . 3 R e p r e s e n t i n g D i f f e r e n t i a l Opera tors i n 
Daubechies Wavelet Bases [35] 
Let m>^ 0 and N>m such t h a t t h e a s s o c i a t e d 
sca l ing function (|)6H"{R) . Let H^  be defined as in 
(2.5.4) and P^  the p ro j ec t ion of H onto H .^ Let 
H"(R ) denote the se t of functions in H''(R) those 
a r e p e r i o d i c of p e r i o d 1 ( i n t u i t i v e l y , Rp 
r e p r e s e n t s a c i r c l e ) t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e i n n e r 
product 
m fl 2. 1 ( 2 . 5 . 7 ) ( f , g ) „ = - J f<:i '(x)g<:"(x)dx 
" j=0 0 
a n d a s s o c i a t e d norm I I . I 1^. F u r t h e r m o r e , l e t 
H„(Rp)denote H„nH»(Rp) . Then c l e a r l y 
( 2 . 5 . 8 ) H„(Rp)={feH'»(R):f = 2:,^,c,(l)„,, and c,,,„=c, 
fo r a l l k e Z } . 
Let H denote e i t h e r H°(Q), for some i n t e r v a l Q of 
R, o r H"(Rp) . For any i n t e g e r n , l e t H^  d e n o t e 
e i t h e r H^(fi), a s i n ( 2 . 5 . 4 ) , o r H„(Rp), a s i n 
( 2 . 5 . 8 ) . For any o p e r a t o r A:H->H* and f o r any 
i n t e g e r n , l e t A^ : H->H* d e n o t e t h e o p e r a t o r 
d e f i n e d by 
( 2 . 5 . 9 ) <A„f, g>=<P„* (A(P„f) ) , g>=<A(P„f) , P^g>, 
fo r a l l f ,g€H, 
[51] 
where <.,.>:H*xH->R denotes the canon ica l d u a l i t y 
p a i r i n g and P / the ad jo in t of P„. C l ea r l y , the 
sequence {An} provides a sequence of approximations 
to A as n inc reases . Furthermore, the operator A^  
i s defined by the 6et 
(2.5.10) {a(n,i,j)=<A„(b.),b^>:{bJ forms a basis for H^}. 
The techniques in Resnikoff [78] provide e x p l i c i t 
formulae for ca lcu la t ing { a ( n , i , j ) } where A i s any 
d i f f e r e n t i a l o p e r a t o r whose c o - e f f i c i e n t s a r e 
p i ecewi se polynomials whose a s s o c i a t e d i n t e r v a l s 
have dyadic r a t iona l endpoints. In t h i s case, each 
a ( n , i , j ) i s a r a t i o n a l func t ion of the s c a l i n g 
p a r a m e t e r s i^y) t h o s e d e f i n e <{> i n e q u a t i o n s 
( 1 . 6 . 2 0 ) - ( 1 . 6 . 2 4 ) . Furthermore, a ( n , i , j ) = 0 
wherever I i - j I > 2N-1. 
I f A i s any d i f f e r e n t i a l o p e r a t o r hav ing 
constant co -e f f i c i en t s , then a ( n , i , j ) i s a function 
of n and j - i , say, a(n, j - i ) . Identify H^  with i t s 
dual in L2(R); then the opera tor A^  with respec t 
t o e i t h e r t he b a s i s {<|)^^:keZ} of H"'(R) or the 
b a s i s {^^,y,-0±^<2'') of H"'(Rp), i s r e p r e s e n t e d as 
convolution with function a ( n , . ) . Therefore, eigen 
functions of A have the form 
[52] 
(2.5.11) F^ = 2, exp(iG)k)(|>„, 
and have corresponding eigenvalues those are 
expressed in terms of the Fourier series of 
a(n, .) by 
(2.5.12) \(F^)= a (n,(o)F^ , where 
a (n,(a) = E^ a{n, k) exp(i©) 
where, for H=H''(R), 0£a)<27t and k is summed over 
all integers, and for H=H''(R ) , co assumes the 
discrete values {27tk/2" :0£k<2"} and k is summed 
over 0<k<2". The function a (n,Q)) will be called 
the spectrum of the operator A^ .^ Clearly, if 
H=H"'(R) and A=dVdx^ (r'=^  derivative operater) , 
a (n,(D)=2"'^  (0,©) . 
[53] 
CHAPTER 3 
WAVELET SOLUTION 
OF 
ELLIPLIC PROBLEMS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes selected developments in 
wavelet-based numerical methods for the solution of 
linear elliptic differential equation problems in one 
space dimension. Here we discuss the Daubechies wavelets 
for solving linear elliptic problems in one space 
variable. The same technique for the solution of 
parabolic problems in one space dimension will be 
dicussed in chapter 4. In chapter 5, Daubechis wavelet 
method will being used partially in solving Stokes 
problem. The solution of hyperbolic problem is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation. The theoretical and 
numerical results in all the cases suggest that for 
this class of problems wavelets provide an accurate 
alternative to more traditional methods such as finite 
elements which have been discussed in Chapter 2. The 
scope of this chapter is limited to a small but 
representative set of equations in one space variable. 
[54] 
The one dimensional analysi^donenere can also be seen 
as a necessary step to the solution of multidimensional 
(two and three dimensional) problems. 
Our Chapter is organized as follows : 
In section 3.2, the solution of the Neumann problem 
is considered while we address the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem is section 3.3. In section 3.4, we 
discuss the solution of Singularly Perturbed linear 
elliptic problem. Using numerical results the quality 
of the wavelet solution is evaluated. Indeed, the results 
described here seem to indicate that wavelets provide 
accurate approximate solutions for linear elliptic BVPs 
in one space dimension. 
The results in this chapter have been taken from 
Glowinski, Lawton, Ravachol and Tenenbaum[35] which 
represents an expansion of earlier work reported in 
[36] and [37] . The use of wavelets for solving PDEs is 
also discussed in Cartina and Gomes [18] and Liandrat, 
Perrier and Tchamitchian [58]. 
3.2 SOLUTION OF THE NEUMANN PROBLEM 
3.2.1 Formulation of the Neumann Problem 
The Neumann problem to be discussed in this chapter 
[55] 
can be formulated as follows : 
(3.2.1) -(au')'+Pu'+YU = f in (0,1), 
(3.2.2) -(au')(0)=c, (au')(l)=d 
Multiplying both sides of (3.2.1) (in the sense of 
duality pairing) by a function veHMO,l), it can be 
shown that (3.2.1)-(3.2.2) has the following variational 
formulation : 
(3.2.3) u e H' (0,1) :a(u,v)=F(v) , for all v eH' (0,1) 
with 
( 3 . 2 . 4 ) a ( u , v ) = J p i a ( x ) u ' v ' d x + /o^P(x )u 'v dx+lo'y (x) uvdx 
and 
( 3 . 2 . 5 ) F(v) = I^ ^ f v d x + d v ( l ) + c v ( 0 ) . 
We assume here that f €L^ (0,1) ,but indeed F(.) can be 
any linear continuous functional over HM0,1) . Sufficient 
conditions for applying Lax-Milgram lemma to the 
variational problem (3.2.3) consist of 
(3.2.6) 0<a(,<a(x)<a„ a.e. on (0,1) 
(3.2.7) 0<y^<y{x)<y^ a.e. on (0,1) 
(3.2.8) PeL, (0,1), | | p | | ,^ „^_,, <min (a^ .yj 
[56] 
3.2.2 Wavolet-Galerkin Approximation of the Neumann 
problem 
Let N=3 and ^the corresponding scaling function 
as defined in Ex.1.6.2. Let n be any integer and H^  as 
defined in (2.5.5) . Define H^{0,1) to be the restriction 
to (0,1) of all functions in H„. By Th. 2.7.1, every 
functions in HM0,1) can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by an element in H^(0,1) for sufficiently large 
n. Hence 
(3.2.9) Closure {U„H„ (0,1) } = H M O , 1) . 
Therefore, the family of subspaces H^(0,1) of HM0,1) 
is well suited to the Galerkin solution of the Neumann 
problem (3 . 2 .1)- (3.2.2) or (3.2.3). The Galerkin 
formulation of the above Neumann problem for every 
integer n is given by 
(3.2.10) u„ eH„(0,l), a(u„,vJ=F(vJ for all v^e HJO,l) 
Since (0,1) is bounded, the space H^(0,1) is finite 
dimensional and is a closed subspace of H^  (0,1). This 
implies that problem (3.2.10) has a unique solution. 
It follows from (2.2.5) and (3.2.9) that 
(3.2.11) lim (u-u )=0 in HM0,1) 
n->oo 
[57] 
3.2.3 Solution of the Approximate Problem 
Fixing any integer n, the solution u^ ^ of the 
approximate problem (3.2.10) can be represented as 
(3.2.12) ^„=,|'^n,.*„,.-2N.:' 
where p=2"+2N-2 and the functions are considered to be 
restricted to (0,1). This yields the following system 
of linear equations in p unknowns: 
(3.2.13) | a «|)„,,.2K.l' *n,i-2N.l) V . = F (<l>n,i-2N.l) 
for every j=l, . . . . , p. 
This can be written in matrix notation as 
(3.2.14) Au = b 
with 
(3.2.15) A=(a,.), a,^ =a((|.„^ ..,,,, (|,„^,.3,,,) 
(3.2.16) b = (b,), b, = F((|)„ ,_^ ^^ )^,and 
(3.2.17) u = (u ,) 
In the case where the bilinear form a(.,.) defined by 
(3.2.4) is HMO, 1)-elliptic, the above matrix A is 
positive definite implying that problem (3.2.14) has a 
unique solution. It can also be observed that if the 
[58] 
function p vanishes throughout (0,1), the bilinear form 
a{.,.) is symmetric implying that problem (3.2.14) can 
be solved by standard conjugate gradient algorithms or 
by Cholesky factorization. 
Remark 3.2.1 : The evaluation of a^ . and b^ in (3.2.15) 
and (3.2.16) can be performed using standard numerical 
quadrature methods. In the special case that a, Pand y 
are piecewise polynomials, a^ ^ and b^ can be exactly 
calculated as rational functions of the scaling 
parameters h^ , k=0,..., 2N-1, desceribed in Ex.1.6.2. 
Remark 3.2.2 : It follows from the Fredholm alternative 
that problem (3.2.1) - (3.2.2) is well posed, if u=0 is 
the only solution of it when f=0 throughout (0,1) and 
c=d=0. 
3.2.4 Numerical Results 
Wavelet solutions for prolem (3.2.1)-(3.2 . 2) have 
been computed for two instances. 
Test Problem 3.2.1 For this problem 
(3.2.18) c=d=0, 
and the functions a, P and y are described by 
(3.2.19) a(x)=l+x for 0<x<.5,10-x for .5<x<l, 
[59] 
(3.2.20) P(x)=0 for 0<x<l, 
(3.2.21) Y(x)=20-10x for 0<x<.5, 1+x for :5<x<l 
The right hand side f of (3.2.1) has been chosen such 
that the exact solution u of the problem (3.2.1)-
(3.2.2) is 
x3 x^  
(3.2.22) u(x)= - - - + 1 
3 2 
Inde.ed, feH"MO,l) and over each interval (0,.5) and 
(.5,1) it can be represented by a polynomial, however, 
at x=.5, it has both a "jump" discontinuity and a Dirac 
measure component. 
To solve this problem we choose N=3 and n=3 in (3.2.12) 
to obtain an approximate problem (3.2.10), (3.2.14) 
involving p=12 unknowns. This linear problem has been 
solved using Cholesky factorization technique (permitted 
here since P= 0 over (0,1) implies a(.,.) is symmetric 
and hence the matrix A in (3.2.14) is symmetric) . Figure 
3.2.1(a) illustrates the comparison between the exact 
solution (solid graph) and the computed solution (dotted 
graph)Figure 3.2.1(b) illustrates the variation of the 
error e„=u-u^ over (0,1) . We observe from figures 3.2.1 
(a) and 3.2.1(b) that e^  is small over (0,1) and does 
not exhibit any special behaviour at x=.5 (where a, y 
[60] 
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and f are discontinuous and /or singular). 
Test Problem 3.2.2 For this problem 
(3.2.23) c=l and d=0 
and the functions a, P and y are described by 
(3.2.24) a(x)= 1+xfor 0<x<.5, 2+x for .5<x<l 
(3.2.25) P(x)= 1+xfor 0<x<.5, 2-x for .5<x<l 
(3.2.26) Y(x)= Itx^for 0<x<.5, 2+x for .5<x<l 
The right hand side f of (3.2.1) has been chosen such 
that the exact solution u of the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.2) 
is 
x^  
(3.2.27) u(x)=x - — 
2 
Again f€H"^(0,l) and exhibits the same qualitative 
behaviour at x=.5 as in the test problem 3.2.1. 
To solve this problem we choose N=3 and n=4 in 
(3.2.12) to obtain an approximate problem (3.2.10), 
(3.2.14) involving p=20 unknowns. Since P ^t 0 over (0,1), 
the matrix A in (3.2.14) is not symmetric. Therefore 
this linear problem has been solved using LU 
factorization technique. Figure 3.2.2(a) illustrates 
the comparison between the exact solution (solid graph) 
and the computed solution (dotted graph). Figure 3.2.2(b) 
[62] 
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illustrates the variation of the error ej^ =u-u^  over 
(0,1). We observe from figures 3.2.2(a) and 3.2.2(b) 
that, as in the previous example, e^  is small over 
(0,1) and does not exhibit any special behaviour at x 
= .5. 
3.3 SOLUTION OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
3.3.1 Formulation of the Dirichlet Problem 
The Dirichlet problem to be discussed in this 
chapter can be formulated as follows : 
(3.3.1) -(au')•+pu'+Yu=f in (0,1) 
(3.3.2) u(0)=c, u(l)=d; 
We suppose that feH"^(0,l). Now multiplying both sides 
of (3.3.1) (in the sense of duality pairing) by a 
function veHQ^(0,l), it can be shown that problem (3.3.1)-
(3.3.2) has the following variational formulation : 
CueHMO,l); u(0)=c, u(l)=d 
(3.3.3) ^ 
(_a(u,v)=<f,v>, for all V€H^Q(0,1) 
where the bilinear form a (.,.) is as defined in (3.2.4). 
Actually, (3.3.3) implies (3.3.1)-(3.3 . 2) . Suppose that 
the conditions (3.2.6)-(3.2.8) on the functions a, p, y 
[64] 
are satisfied. Then we can easily prove that the bilinear 
form a(.,.) is continuous and H^MO,1)-elliptic. This 
implies that any solution of (3.3.1)-(3.3 . 2) or (3.3.3) 
is necessarily unique. The existance of the solution 
can be verified by Lax-Milgram Lemma. To overcome the 
(small) difficulty associated to the fact that unless 
c=d=0, U«HQ' (0,1), we introduce the function w defined 
by 
(3.3.4) w=u-Uo where 
(3.3.5) UQ(x)=c+(d-c)x. 
The function w is clearly a solution of the variational 
problem : 
(3.3.6) weHo'(0,l), a(w,v)=<f,v>-a(u^,v) for all 
veH'(0,1) 
From the properties of a(.,.) the right hand side of 
the equation (3.3.6) depends linearly and continuously 
on veHQ^(0,l). We can therefore apply Lax-Milgram Lemma 
to problem (3.3.6) to verify the existance of a unique 
solution. Combining (3.3.4) and (3.3.6) we have thus 
proved the existance of a solution to the problem 
(3.3.1)- (3.3.2) or (3.3.3) (uniqueness was already 
established). 
[65] 
Remark 3.3.1: Using the fact that the semi-norm defined 
^y ''^IIL(OI) "^^  ^  norm on H(j^(0,l), equivalent to the 
standard H^  (0,1)-norm, problem (3.3.1)-(3.3.2) or (3.3.3) 
is still well-posed if we assume, for example, that 
P=constant and y=0 over (0,1), relation (3.2.6) being 
still satisfied. 
3.3.2 Numerical Results 
Wavelet solution of problem (3.3.1)-(3.3.2) have 
been computed for two instances. 
Test Problem 3.3.1: For this problem 
(3.3.7) u(0)=0, u(l)=5/6 
and the functions a, P and y are given by (3.2.19), (3.2.20) 
and (3.2.21) respectively. The right hand side f of 
(3.3.1) has been chosen such that the exact solution u 
of problem (3.3.1)-(3i3.2) is 
(3.3.8) u(x)=xV3-xV2 + l. 
To solve this problem, we choose N=3 and n=3 to obtain 
an approximate problem involving 12 unknowns. The maximum 
norm error between the exact and the computed solutions 
is 1.2x10'^, while the boundary conditions are exactly 
satisfied as we can see in Figure 3.3.1 where the exact 
[66] 
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and the computed solutions are compared. Test Problem 
3.3.2 
Test Problem 3.3.2: For this problem 
(3.3.9) u(0)=0, u(l)=.5 
and the functions a, P and Y are given by (3.2.24), (3.2.25) 
and (3.2.26) respectively. The right hand side f of 
(3.3.1) has been chosen such that the exact solution u 
of problem (3.3.1)- (3.3.2) is 
(3.3.10) u(x)=x-xV2. 
To solve this problem are choose N=3 and n=4 to obtain 
an approximate problem involving 20 unknowns. The maximum 
norm error between the exact and computed solutions is 
6.0xl0~*, while the boundary conditions are exactly 
satisfied as we can see in Figure 3.3.2(a) where the 
exact and the computed solutions are compared. Figure 
3.3.2(b) illustrates the variation of the error on 
[0,1]. 
3. 4 SOLUTION OF SINGULARLY PERTURBED LINEAR ELLIPTIC 
PROBLEMS 
In this section we consider the wavelet solution 
of a particular one dimensional Dirichlet problem, viz. 
[68] 
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(3.4.1) -8u"-u=l on (0,1), 
(3.4.2) u(0)=u(l)=0 
with e>0. We shall focuss our attention to the cases 
where sis 'small'. The exact solution of the problem 
(3.4.1)- (3.4.2) is given by 
exp [(l-x)/8]-l 
(3.4.3) u(x)=(l-x) -
exp (l/s)-l 
For small values of e, it exhibits a boundary layer of 
thickness of order sin the neighbourhood of x=0. The 
solution Uj(x) for E=1/710 has been shown in Figure 
3.4.1. 
In order to solve problem (3.4.1)-(3.4 . 2) using 
the wavelet techniques discussed in previous sections, 
we split the interval (0,1) into (0,x^) and (x^,l) with 
0<x<l. The idea here is to take x small and to solve 
c o 
problem (3.4.1)- (3 . 4 . 2) using a domain decomposition 
method. The subproblem associated to (0,x^) will treat 
the boundary layer behaviour of the solution near x=0 
while the subproblem associated to (x ,1) will desribe 
the smoother component of u^(x). The local solutions 
are matched at x^  using a multiplier method which will 
force the continuity of local solutions and of their 
first order derivatives at x=x^. Further details can be 
seen in [12] . 
[70] 
3.4.1 Niimerical Results 
Problem (3.4.1)-(3.4.2) has been solved for 8=1/ 
710 with X =1/32 using a combination of 20 basis 
C 
functions in (0,x^) and that of 35 in (x^,l). The 
corresponding results are shown in Figure 3.4.2. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter we have been exploring the potential 
of wavelet based approximations for the numerical 
solution of BVPs of linear elliptic equations. For 
this class of problems, wavelets compare favourably 
with finite element and finite difference approximations. 
Indeed, it is our opinion that wavelets share some of 
the computational properties of finite element and 
spectral methods. The generalization to multi-
dimensional problems is non-trivial, particularly for 
curved boundries. We think, however, that combining 
fictious domain methods with wavelets may lead to 
powerful algorithms for fairly general two and three 
dimensional domains. 
[71] 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOLUTION OF PARABOLIC 
PROBLEMS 
4 .1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we describe selected developments 
in numerical methods for solving parabolic differential 
equation problems in one space dimension. As in chapter 
3, here we discuss wavelet (Daubechies wavelet) based 
numerical methods for the solution of linear heat 
equation in one space variable. Also, in this chapter 
we discuss the appliction of a very efficient two step 
algorithm proposed recently by Kocvara and Zowe [53] 
to American option pricing problem. Modellings of options 
pricing have been presented in chapter 1. 
Our chapter is organized as follows : 
Section 4.2 discusses wavelet based solutions of 
the heat equation where various finite diference time 
discretization schemes will be combined with wavelet 
space approximation to solve the problem. 
Section 4.3 addresses the numerical solution of 
[73] 
American option pricing by the application of SSORP-
PCG algorithm proposed recently by Kocvara and Zowe 
[53]. The model can be discretized to obtain a system 
of algebraic inequalities. The numerical solution of 
this kind of algebric inequalities can be performed by 
usual methods like successive over relaxation with 
projection (SORP) . Here a new two step algorithm is 
proposed. 
Section 4.4 concludes the chapter. 
The results discussed in section 4.2 have been 
taken from Glowinski, Lawton, Ravachol and Tenendaum 
[35] which represents an expansion of earlier work 
reported [36] and [37] and those discussed in section 
4.3 have been taken from Siddiqi, Manchanda and 
Kocvara[83]. 
4.2 SOLUTION OF HEAT EQUATION 
4.2.1 Formulation of the Problem 
We consider, in this section, the niamerical solution 
of the following heat equation 
du d^u 
(4.2.1) =f, for t>0 and x€(0,l), 
at ax2 
au(o,t) au(i,t) 
(4.2.2) u(0,t)=u(l,t) , = , 
dx dx 
[74] 
(4.2.3) u(x,0)=Uo(x) . 
Denote the functions x->f{x,t) and x->u(x,t) by f(t) 
and u(t) respectively. It is assumed that, for almost 
all t>0, f (t) €H*=H-MRp) and u(t)eH=HMRp) (where H and 
H* are as defined in section 2.5.3. A variational 
formulation is obtained by multiplying equation (4.2.1) 
by v€H and integrating by parts with respect to x. This 
yields 
5u n 5u 5v 
(4.2.4) < , v>+Jo . dx = <f,v>, 
at ax dx 
for all veH. 
where <.,.> denotes the duality pairing between H* and 
H which reduces to the L^ scalar product when both 
arguments are in L^. 
4.2.2 Wavelet Approximation and Time Discretization 
of Problem (4.2.1)- (4.2.3). 
Let N>^ 3, n>l and H^=H^(Rp), the subspace of H=HMRp) 
as defined in section 2.5.3. Using relation (4.2.4) as 
a guide line, we approximate problem (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) 
by the following problem : 
Find a function u^(t) satisfying for almost all 
t>0 
[75] 
pau„(t) p au„(t) dv 
(4.2.5) Jo v d x + J „ dx 
dt dx dx 
= j\f„(t)vdx, for all VGH„ 
(4.2.6) uJO) = u^„, 
where u is the L -projection P„(uJ of the initial data 
UQ on H^ and f^(t) =P^* (f (t) ) is the projection of f (t) on 
H^* (identified with H^; indeed, f„(t) is the unique 
element of H^ satisfying 
j'of^(t)vdx=<f (t) ,v>, for all veHn) . 
Problem (4.2.5)-(4.2.6) is equivalent to a system of 
first order ordinary differential equations obtained 
by substituting v in (4.2.5) with the elements of a 
basis of H^. This system is equivalent to the following 
initial value problem in H^ : 
(4.2.7) + A u =f for t>0, 
dt " " " 
(4.2.8) uJO)=u„^, 
where A^=P^*AP^ is the H^ approximation of A=-d^/dx^. 
Problem (4.2.7)- (4.2.8) has the following closed form 
solution 
(4.2.9) u„(t) = exp(-tAJu^^+r^exp[-A„(t-s)]fJs)ds. 
For simplicity, assume that f(t) and therefore 
[76] 
1;. r>S.32i3,M 
f (t) are differentiable. We use a time discretization 
lA^ o.,;l^ ,_::.tsHiV-
of problem (4.2.7)- (4.2.8) that results from 
approximating the Taylor series for u^(t+At) by the 
following quadratic polynomial in At 
(4.2.10) u„(t+At)«u„(t)+At[f Jt)-A„ujt) ] 
+ .5At2 [af„(t)/at-AJf„(t)-A„uJt)] 
This yields the following explicit time stepping scheme: 
(4.2.11) u °=u , 
* ' n on' 
(4.2.12) u ''*^ =u''+At[f •'-A u ''] 
+ .5At2 [(afy5t)''-AJf„''-A„u„'')], 
which is the Lax-Wendroff type. Comparison with the 
exact solution (4.2.9) shows this scheme is second 
order accurate with respect to At. Furthermore, it can 
be shown that this scheme is stable, if and only if 
(4.2.13) At< 2/X 
where \,^^ denotes the largest eigenvalue of A^. It can 
be shown using the same type of analysis done in section 
2.5.3 that for (N=3) wavelet and for large n, 
A.„ „,^«(1/14)22°. Therefore, stability of the wavelet 
solution of the heat equation obtained by the explicit 
time stepping scheme above requires 
[77] 
(4.2.14) At< .143h2 
where h=2"" corresponds to the space step size. The 
stability bound for the corresponding finite difference 
(in space) scheme is .5h^. 
Remark 4.2.1: For many applictions the stability 
condition (4.2.14) imposes a prohibitively large number 
of time steps. For such cases we should choose an 
implicit t. •? discretization scheme 
4.2.3 Numerical Results 
The methodology described in subsection 4.2.2 has 
been applied to the solution of the heat equation 
(4.2.1)-(4.2.3) for f=0 and Uo(x) =1/(1-. 5sin27ix) . Figure 
4.2.1 shows the variation of u^  and the solution u at 
time t=.01, over (0,1). 
Figure 4.2.2 compares, for t=.01, the exact solution 
of the heat equation (4.2.1)-(4.2.3) with the exact 
solution u^(t) of the ordinary differential system 
obtained from the finite difference space discretization. 
Figure 4.2.3 compares, for t=.01, the above semi-
discrete solution u^(t) with a fully discretized finite 
difference solution v^(t) of heat equation (4.2.1)-
[78] 
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[80] 
(4.2.3) using the above Lax-Wendroff scheme, with 
At=5xl0"^ (approximately the maximum stable step size) . 
The error here is due to time discretitization since 
the space discretization are identical. 
Figure 4.2.4 compares the variation of the functions 
Ug, P„(Uo) (for N=4 wavelets), and Ujj(.Ol), where u^(t) 
is the exact solution of the semi-discrete heat equation 
(4.2.7)-(4.2.8). This has to be compared with figure 
4.2.1. 
4.3 SOLUTION OF AMERICAN OPTION 
4.3.1 Solution of American Call Option 
We discretize the BVP (1.3.14) -(1.3.19) by the 
finite difference method and solve it using the Crank-
Nicholson scheme ([34] or [96]). At each time step we 
need to solve a linear complementary problem (LCP) : 
Find u"*^  eR" such that 
(4.3.1) Cu"*^ >b"', u"'+^ >g°*S (u^ ^^ -g"*^ ) ' (Cu"*^ -b) =0 
where C is an NxN real symmetric positive definite 
matrix given by 
[81] 
1+a 
-a/2 
-a/2 
1+a -a/2 
0 
0 
c= 
-a/2 
0 ... -a/2 1+a 
with a=6T/{5x)^, 6T and 5x being the time and space 
discretization parameters respectively. Vectors u""*^  and 
g^ +i are the discrete counterparts of U(X,T) and g(x,T) 
from (1.3.14)-(1.3.19) at a time step (m+l)5T and b" is 
a "right hand side" vector containing information from 
the previous time step m8T. 
Several algorithms were proposed for LCPs with large 
sparse symmetric positive definite matrix. These 
algorithms are either based on methods for solving 
linear systems, like successive over-relaxation (SOR) 
method or the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) 
method [21], or on optimization methods for convex 
quadradic program, like the gradient projection method 
[67] or interior point method [54]. 
Recently, a two step algorithm has been proposed 
by Kocvara and Zowe [53] . This algorithm, based on 
[82] 
ideas of multigrid methods, combines the efficiency of 
the PCG method for solving linear systems with the 
ability of SOR to smooth down the solution error. The 
smoothing property of a variant of SOR with a projection 
on a feasible set, called SORP, enables to detect fast 
the active set 
(4.3.2) I(u) = {i:u,=g,} 
In the above definition and in the rest of this ' 
section we skip the time step index and write (4.3.1) 
as 
(4.3.3) Find ueR" such that Cu>b,u>g, (u-g) ^  (Cu-b) =0 
Instead we will use the upper index to denote the 
successive iterate. By u* we denote the (unique) solution 
to (4.3.3). Let us define the feasible set of (4.3.3) 
as 
(4.3.4) S = {v eR'':v.>g^, i=l(l)N} 
Now we recall the defintion of SORP : 
SORP [64]. 
Choose u° e R" and put k=0,l,2 
G) 
C. 
(4.3.5) u,''*^ =max {u^  (Ec..u,>'^ +^2c.,u/-bJ , g.) 
[83] 
where (ae(0,2) is a relaxation parameter. 
We will work with a symmetric version of SORP, 
called SSORP; one SSORP step consists of one forward 
and one backward SORP step : 
(D 
(4.3.6) u,**i=max {u,'' (Sc,,u,''*i+2c,,u.>'-b,) , g, 
1 i Q j<i ^^  ^ j>i ^ 3 3 1 
}, 
Cii 
CO 
(4.3.7) u,''*^ =max {u,"*^  (SC,.U^''*H2C,^U >'*^ -b.) , g,}, 
C., j<i j>i 
i=N, N-l,...,l., k=0,l,... 
We shall denote by SSORP" (u;C,b,g) the value which we 
obtain in m steps (4.3.7) . If m=l, we skip the 
superscript. 
The new algorithm can be viewd as a variant of the 
active set strategy. That means, at each iteration 
step one has to solve a linear system with a matrix of 
similar structure as that of C. This system, however, 
is not to be solved exactly, particularly when the 
actual active set I(u") is far away from I(u*). This 
idea is to perform just a few steps of a preconditioned 
conjugate gradient (PCG) method. For completeness we 
give below the defefinition of the PCG algorithm for 
the solution of the system 
[84] 
Cu = b 
with a symmetric positive definite metrix C. 
PC6 [66,71]. 
Let M be a symmetric positive definite matrix (the 
preconditioner). 
Choose u°6R'' and 8>0. 
Set r°=b-Cu°, p°=z°=M-^ r° and do for k=0,l,2.... 
" k -
^ k . l = 
^ k + 1 _ 
<p'', Cp''> 
uHttj^p" 
r^-a Cp'' 
_k+l _ M-l^k+l 
if <z''*S r"*^  >6, then if ||r''*Ml>e, continue 
K= 
<r\ z^> 
pk+i = 2"*^  + p^p" 
We denote by PCG" (u; C, b) the point which we reach in 
s PCG steps starting from u°. 
We are now in a position to explain the new approach. 
Assume that we have an approximation u of the solution 
[85] 
u* to (4.3.3). We again denote the active set with 
respect to the constraint u>;g by I (u) as 
I(u)={i : u^=gi} 
Let p(u) be the cardinality of I (u) and P^ ,^ ,: R''->RN-P(U) 
the operator which assigns a vector veR" to the reduced 
vector in R''-P<"' obtained by omitting the components of 
V with indices from I(u). We skip u in this notation. 
Further we write I* for I(u*). 
The basic idea of the new method : We try to 
identify the active set by a few steps of SSORP from we 
get an approximation of I*. With this approximation, 
we perform several steps of PCG. Then, again some steps 
of SSORP are performed to improve the approximation 
for I*; and so on. Therefore, we call the method SSORP-
PCG. One iteration of the SSORP-PCG algorithm consists 
of two steps : 
SSORP-PCG [8 3] 
Choose u° e R", meN , seN and do for k=0,l,2.... 
Step 1 : Perform m SSORP steps (4.3.6)-(4.3 . 7) and put 
u**** = SSORP" (u^• C, b, g) 
Step 2 : Determine P^  with 1=1 (u''**') and compute 
[86] 
r" = b - Cu"**'-
Perform s PCG steps and define the next iterate 
where yis the largest real number such that y£l, 
u^ ^^ eS and z''=PCG»(0; PiCPj% P.r'') 
Remark 4.3.1 : It can be proved that the sequence of 
iterates (u''},^ ^^  produced by SSORP-PCG converges to the 
solution u*of LCP (4.3.3). 
Remark 4.3.2: Just as for multigrid methods, the number 
of SSORP steps (parameter m in step 1) can be chosen 
small. The number of PCG steps (parameter s in step 2) 
is more problem-dependent. Generally speaking, s should 
grow with the condition number of the matrix C. 
We suggest to take s=5 for well conditioned problems 
and s=10 otherwise. 
Remark 4.3.3: Concerning the preconditioner, it is well 
known that efficient preconditioning matrices for 
elliptic problems are those which are based on incomplete 
factorization. 
[87] 
4.3.3 Numerical Results 
In comparing SSORP-PCG with SORP, to guarantee 
equal conditions, the following stopping criteria has 
been chosen : 
• The SORP method with relaxation parameter © = 1.9 
was stopped when | lu^ ^^ -u"! 12 became less than 10'^ at the 
first time. 
• The stopping criterion in SSORP-PCG guarantees an 
accuracy comparable to the one in the SORP 
implementation. If we applied SORP after stoping SSORP-
PCG, we typically had I |u''*^ -uM I jllO'^ -
An example from [97] has been solved in order to 
get comparable results. This is a problem of computing 
American put option with interest rate r=.l, volatility 
a =.4 and exercise price E=10. The calculation is carried 
out with a=l and with the expiry time of three months. 
The space internal [a,b] has been chosen as [-.5, .5]. 
The computation has been carried out for three different 
space discretization steps (in [83]) : 6x = .01, .001 
and .0001. Table 4.3.J shows the corresponding values 
of the time step 5x, the size N of the matrix C and the 
number of time steps n saying how many LCPs have to be 
solved. 
[88] 
8x 
.01 
.001 
.0001 
5x 
10-* 
10-6 
10-8 
N 
99 
999 
9999 
n 
200 
20000 
2000000 
Table 4.3.1 
Table 4.3.2 shows the overall CPU time needed to solve 
the problems for each space discretization step, as 
well as the time needed to solve one LCP. These times 
are compared with the solution times of the simple SORP 
method. This table also shows the (average) number of 
active constraints. It can be noted that for large 
number of active constraints (compared to the problem 
size N) the SORP method became very efficient. It is 
observed on the number of SORP iterations; with 
increasing number of variables, the number of iterations 
decreases. This is very untypical behaviour caused by 
the particular data of the problem. 
6x 
.01 
.001 
.0001 
OneStep CPU 
S-P 
.0021 
.016 
.44 
SORP 
.0089 
.041 
1.05 
Overall CPU 
S-P 
.38 
390.4 
• 
SORP 
1.45 
783.9 
* 
#active 
Constr. 
20 
400 
8500 
#SORP 
iter. 
75 
32 
28 
Table 4.3.2 
[89] 
The second factor which influences the behaviour 
of the algorithms is that in both SORP and SSORP-PCG 
(S-P) , the solution from the previous time step was 
taken as an initial approximation for the current time 
step. In fact, this technique favours the SORP algorithm. 
This is clearly seen from table 4.3.3 which shows the 
CPU times obtained with the initial approximation for 
each time step taken as zero vector. In this condition, 
S-P is clearly a winner. 
5x 
.01 
.001 
.0001 
OneStep CPU 
S-P 
.0023 
.016 
.44 
SORP 
.013 
.11 
2.89 
Overal] 
S-P 
.43 
486.3 
* 
. CPU 
SORP 
2.39 
2221.1 
* 
#SORP 
iter. 
109 
87 
74 
Table 4.3.3 
The results in this subsection shows that the new 
algorithm certainly outperforms the SORP method, even 
though the data of th^ problem favour SORP. 
Note : The CPU time mentioned in the tables have been 
measured in seconds. 
[90] 
Remark 4.3.4 : The American put option has been 
calculated for a particular problem whereas the numerical 
simulation of American call option has been discussed 
due to the fact that the numerical simulation for both 
the call and put options are the same. 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter we have been exploring the potential 
of wavelet-based approximations for the numerical 
solution of parabolic problems. For this type of 
problems, wavelets compare favourably with finite element 
and finite difference approximnations. The 
generalization to multi-dimensional (two and three 
dimensional) problems is nontrival. On the other hand, 
the two-step algorithm, viz, SSORP-PCG, proposed by 
Kocvara and Zowe for the solution of American option is 
a quite faster method in comparison with other 
algorithms. In this chapter we compared SSORP-algorithm 
with the simple SORP-algorithm and could see that the 
new algorithm is more accurate and faster than the SORP 
algorithm. 
[91] 
CHAPTER 5 
WAVELET/SPECTRAL 
SOLUTION OF 
STOKES PROBLEM 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we discuss a mixed wavelet/spectral 
Chebychev method for solving the unsteady 2D Stokes 
equations in the vorticity-stream function formulation 
with periodicity condition in one direction, proceeding 
on the lines of Garba [32]. After an appropirate time 
discretization of the equations, one has to solve at 
each time step a stationary Stokes -like problem. A 
capacitance matrix method is used to eliminate the 
problem of boundary conditions. This leads to solving 
a series of Helmholtz problems. The spatial 
discretization makes use of the wavelet method in the 
periodic direction and the spectral collocation 
Chebychev method in the non-periodic direction. The 
resolution of the discrete Helmholtz problem is done 
by means of the diagonalisation technique in the non 
periodic direction. The system then splits into a 
[92] 
sequence of one dimensional periodic Helmholtz problems 
which are eficiently inverted using FFTs. Numerical 
tests show both the stability and the accuracy of the 
method. 
Our chapter is organized as follows: 
In section 5.2, we present the Stokes equations 
and their time discretization. A three- level scheme 
which provides a second order accuracy is used to 
discretize the problem. Then at each time step, one 
has to solve a stationary Stokes-type problem. 
The method for solving this problem is presented 
in section 5.4. It makes use of the influence matrix 
technique. The influence matrix method leads to solving 
a series of Helmholtz problems with periodicity 
condition in one directon and Dirichlet boundary 
conditions in the other direction. 
Section 5.3 is devoted to the numerical resolution 
of the Helmholtz problem. In the direction of 
periodicity, the discretization is done in the basis 
constituted by the translates and the dilates of the 
Daubechies scaling function (chapter 1) . Two methods 
for the wavelet discretization are used: the first 
[93] 
method is of collocation kind (Garba [31]) and the 
second one is based on the Galerkin method (Amaratunga 
and Williams [03]). In the non-periodic direction, 
the discretization is done by the collocation Chebychev 
method. The system of equations arising from the 
wavelet/collocation Chebychev discretization are 
inverted by applying first the diagonalizaton technique 
in the non periodic direction. 
The numerical results discussed here have taken 
from Garba [32] 
5 . 2 THE STOKES EQUATIONS 
The flow is assumed to be bidimensional in the 
plane (x,y) and periodic in - the x- direction. The 
insteady Stokes equations can be conveniently written 
in the vorticity - stream function formulation as 
( 5 . 2 . 1 ) aco/at - vV^ 0)= f i n D 
( 5 . 2 . 2 ) V2\|f+ co=0 i n D 
with boundary conditions in the y- direction given by 
( 5 . 2 . 3 ) \j/=g on T 
( 5 . 2 . 4 ) a\|//ay = h on r 
[ 9 4 ] 
and periodic boundary conditons in the x direction 
The constant V in (5.2.1) is the viscosity. The 
vorticity CO and the stream funcion V|/ are related to the 
velocity field V = (u,v)by 
(5.2.5) CO = 9v/3x- 3u/3y,u = 3\|//3y, v= - 3\|//9x. 
From the initial condition V (0) = V^, prescribed for 
the velocity, an initial condition deduced for the vorticity 
variable a)(t=0) = co^  = dv^/dx - 3ug/3y. 
The demain D and the boundary F are defined by 
(5.2.6) D = { (x,y) : 0 < x <1, -1 < y < 1}, 
(5.2.7) r= {(X, -1) :0 < x <1} u { (x, 1):0 <x<l} . 
The vorticity equation (5.2.1) is discretized in time 
through the scheme 
3Q)n+l - 40) n + CO"-! 
(5.2.8) V V^Q)"^! = f"+i 
At 
which provides a second order accuracy in time. The equation 
(5.2.2) of the stream function and the boundary conditions 
(5.2.3) - (5.2.4) are discretized in an implicit manner 
as 
(5.2.9) V2v|/°+i + tO"*i = 0 
(5.2.10) \|/"*i = g"*i 
[95] 
(5.2.11) a\if"*vay = h"*^ 
The parameter At in (5.2.8) denotes the time step and 
the quantity (|)" stands for the approximation of the function 
6 at time t = n At. Then at each time step one has to 
solve a stationary Stokes-like problem 
(5.2.12) V^ CO"'"^  - a (D"*^  =f n,n-l in D 
(5.2.13) V2\|/"+^  + C0"*i = 0 in D 
with boundary conditons (5.2.10) - (5.2.11) and periodicity 
conditon in x. 
In (5.2.12) the parameter a= 3/(2At) and the right 
hand side f^-""^  contains the forcing term f"*^  and all the 
quantities coming from the previous time steps (n-1) At 
and nAt. 
The main difficulty in solving the problem (5.2.10) 
- 15.2.13) numerically arises from the nature of the 
boundary conditions: two boundary conditions are prescribed 
for the stream function while no boundary condtions are 
available for the vorticity. We use the capacitance matrix 
method to circumvent this difficulty. 
[96] 
5.3 THE HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 
Because the numerical solution of the Stokes- like 
problem (5.2.10) - (5.2.13) entails solving a sequence of 
Helmholtz problems, we present first the numerical method 
for solving the Helmholtz problem. Let us consider the 
bidimensional Helmholtz equation 
(5.3.1) V^u-au = f, (x,y) eD 
where o is a non-negative constant and the domain D is 
defined by (5.2.6). We assume periodic boundary conditions 
in the x direction and in the y direction we consider the 
mixed Dirichlet- Neumann boundary conditions 
„ au(x,-l) 
( 5.3.2) au(x,-l) + P = g-(x) 
oy 
„ 3u(x,l) ( 5.3.3) a,u(x,l) + P^  = gMx) 
dy 
where the coefficients a _, a^, P_ and P^  satisfy the 
conditons 
(5.3.4) a. P. ^  0, a^  P^  > 0 
5.3.1 Numerical Discretisation 
For the numerical approximation of the Helmholtz 
problem (5.3.1) - (5.3.3) we use the Daubechies wavelet 
[97] 
basis described in chapter 1 to approximate the solution 
in the periodic direction and in the non-periodic direction 
we use the collocation, Chebychev approximation. Here we 
will be using the scale of wavelet as J rather than as j. 
The solution function u (x,y) of (5.3.1) is expanded in 
the x-direction in the wavelet basis {\u. .} as 
(5.3.5) u(x,y) = Z,^ ,^ (^^ (y) V|/j,,(x) 
where the wavelet co-efficients ^^ depend upon the variable 
y. It is convenient to make the variable transform z = 2'^x 
so that the expansion (5.3.5) becomes 
(5.3.6) u(z,y) •= 2^ /2 Z^ ^^  <|)^  (y) \|/(z-k) 
In the same way, the forcing term f is expanded in 
the basis {Vj/^  ,j} • Now substituting the expansion of u and 
f in the equation (5.3.1), one gets 
(^ •3.7) 2:,^ z2"<t>k(y)V"(z-k) + Z,^ <^t);(y)V|/(z-k)-aZ,^ ^^  (t),(y)V(z-k) 
The same s u b s t i t u t i o n i s done in the boundary 
condi t ions (5.3.2) and. (5.3.3) to obta in r e spec t i ve ly 
( 5 . 3 . 8 ) aAez<l>ic(- l )V(z-k) + P_Z,,,(l)'(-l)\|/(z-k)=Z^^^g^-l)/(z-k) 
[ 9 8 ] 
(5.3.9) a,i:^ ,^<|),(l)\|/{z-k)+p,Z,^ ,<|)'(l)\|r(z-k) = 5:^ ,^ g,Xz-k) 
Thus the projection of (5.3.1) - (5.3.3) in the wavelet 
space results in the system of equations (5.3.7) - (5.3.9). 
Two different techniques to discretize this set of equations 
in the z variable are used: the wavelet callocation method 
and the wavelet Galerkin method. Both methods are then 
coupled with a collocation Chebychev discretization in 
the y direction. The mixed wavelet collocation/collocation 
Chebychev will be referred to as the WC/CC method and the 
wavelet Galerkin/collocation Chevychev as the WG/CC method. 
The system of equations arising from the wavelet/ 
collocation Chebychev discretization are inverted by 
applying first the diagonalizaton technique in the 
non-periodic direction. These techniques are presented 
eloquently in Garba [32]. 
5.4 SOLUTION METHOD FOR THE STOKES LIKE PROBLEM 
In this section, we present the numerical method for 
solving the stationary Stokes problem (5.2.12) - (5.2.13) 
with boundary conditions (5.2.10) - (5.2.11) and 
periodicity is the first direction. For simplicity of 
notation, we drop the superscript n+1 on the variables 
and rewrite the problem (5.2.12) - (5.2.13) as 
[99] 
( 5 . 4 . 1 ) V^ Q) - aco = f i n D 
( 5 . 4 . 2 ) V^ Vj/ + CO = 0 i n D 
t o g e t h e r w i t h b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s 
( 5 . 4 . 3 ) \|f= g on r 
( 5 . 4 . 4 ) 3\|f/By = h on T 
and periodicity conditions in the direction of x.The 
domain D and the confined boundary JT are defined by 
(5.2.6) and (5.2.7) respectively. 
As was pointed out earlier, the main difficulty in 
solving problem (5.4.1)- (5.4.2) arises from the lack of 
boundary conditions for the vorticity while two boundary 
conditions are prescribed for the stream function. 
To solve the above problem, we look for Dirichlet 
boundary conditions ^  on oo such that if a pair of functions 
(CO,\j/) , which are periodic in x, is a solution of 
(5.4.5) V2o)-aO)= f, in D; G) = \i, on T 
and 
(5.4.6) V2\|/+ 00= 0, in D;\|/= g on r, 
then the function \|f satisfies the Neumann boundary condition 
[100] 
(5.4,4) . This will be done by resorting to the influence 
matrix method. 
We first discretize the domain D and the boundary F 
into collocation points 
D = 
c 
{ (X, ,y.) : 0 < i < N^-1, 1 < j < N^ } and 
r^  = { (X. ,-1) , (X., 1) : 0 < i < N^-1} 
and let N^ , be the cardinality of F^  : Nj, = 2"^*^  
The essence of the influence matrix method lies in 
the superposition principle for linear problems. We are 
looking for the pair functions ((0,V|/) in the form 
(5.4.7) (co,\|/)= (a),\|/) + 5?" ^i, (tD",\|/j 
j=l J 3 J 
where (0),V|f) is a solution of 
(5.4.8) V^~Gi-ch= ~f, in D ; Q) = 0, on F 
c ' ' c 
and 
(5.4.9) V^y+CO = 0 , in D^ ;vi/= g on F^, 
and for 1 < j < Nj,, each pair of functions (()0,,\|f.) 
is associated with a point p. on the boundary F and is 
tlOl] 
defined by the homogeneous problem 
(5.4.10) V^w.-OQ). = 0, in D^ ;CO. (pj = 8.,^, on T^  
and 
(5.4.11) V^vi/. + 00.= 0, in D^;\^.= 0 on T^ 
such that by construction, the functions 0) and \|/considered 
in the decomposed form (5.4.7) are solutions of equations 
(5.4.1) and (5.4.2) and in addition the function \|/satisfies 
the Dirichlet boundary conditions (5.4.3). The co-
efficients |J,^  are then determined by demanding that the 
function V|/ satisfies the Neumann boundary conditions 
(5.4.4) . By writing this condition on V|/considered in the 
form (5.4.7), we get 
(5.4.12) Vhaii/ (pj/ay = h(p,^ )-ai|;(p^ )/ay 
This constitutes a system of Nj, equations for the Nj, co-
efficients \i^ and the system may be put into the matrix 
form 
(5.4.13) Me= R 
where 6= (\i^, .., \i^, ..., |i^ )^ . The capacitance matrix M 
r 
and the right hand side of (5.4.13) are defined by 
[102] 
(5.4.14) M^. = aVj(pJ/3y,R„ = h(pj-a\|/(pj/ay. 
Thus the solution of the problem amounts to solving a 
series of Helmholtz and Poisson problems with periodic 
and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The numerical resolution 
of these problems is done either by the WC/CC method or 
by the WG/CC method presented in Garba [32]. 
5.5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
5.5.1 Numerical Results for the Stationary Stokes-like 
Problem 
We present here the numerical results obtained using 
the influence matrix method for the solution of the 
stationary Stokes problem. The following analytical 
solution is considered to validate the method: 
(5.5.1) V.x(x,y =(l-y^ )^ e^ *^ e"""*-^ '^',co,^ =-V>^ ^ 
which satisfies the divergence free conditions on T 
(i.e. h=g=0 in (5.4.3) and (5.4.4)). The forcing term in 
(5.4.1) is deduced from the analytical solution (5.5.1). 
Tables 5.5.1- 5.5.2 show the condition number of the 
capacitance matrix in the WC/CC and WG/CC methods 
respectively. It can be seen that the condition number 
[103] 
deteriorates with decrfeasing scales but is imporoved by 
increasig the degree of regularity of the scaling function. 
However, the conditioning of the capacitance matrix doesnot 
seem to influence too much the numerical results. In the 
WC/CC method the degree of the scaling function is taken 
large enough to ensure a minimum of regularity. Tables 
5.5.3 - 5.5.4 and tables 5.5.5 - 5.5.6 show the pointwise 
errors on the vorticity function in the WC/CC and WG/CC 
methods respectively. The numerical results are obtained 
for two values of the parameter a: (a) value 10 
corresponding to a large time step and (b) value 1000 
corresponding to a small time step in the temporal 
discretization. The results do not depend too much on the 
value of a. 
5.5.2 NvimBrlcal Results for the Instationairy Stokes 
Problem 
We present here the numerical results obtained 
for the unsteady Stokes problem. After discretizing 
the problem (5.2.1)-(5.2.4) using the scheme (5.2.8) 
-(5.2.11), the resulting stationary Stokes- like 
problem is solved at each time step by the methods 
previously presented. The algorithm is first validated 
against the following analytical solution: 
[104] 
12 
14 
1 6 
18 
J 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
4 
1 . 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
091x10-2 
128x10-1 
332x10-2 
666x10-1 
529x10-2 
960x10-1 
965x10-2 
980x10-1 
5 
3.548x10-3 
7.083x10-2 
4 .830x10-3 
1.119x10-1 
6.333x10-3 
6.333x10-3 
8.476x10-3 
1.383x10-1 
6 
1.755x10-* 
1.059x10-2 
9.147x10-* 
2 .202x10-2 
1.183x10-3 
1.183x10-3 
3.208x10-2 
1.398x10-3 
7 
3.985x10-^ 
9 . 9 4 4 x 1 0 - ' 
9 .081x10-5 
2 .154x10-3 
1.245x10-* 
1.245x10-* 
1.480x10-* 
3 .484x10-3 
8 
2 . 
6 
5 
1 
8 
8 
1 
2 
532x10-* 
097x10-5 
978x10-* 
534x10-* 
828x10- ' 
828x10- ' 
082x10-5 
575x10-* 
Table 5.5.1: Condition number of the capacitance matrix 
in the WC/CC method, (a) a =10, (b) a = 1000. 
6 
8 
12 
J 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
4 
9.948x10-3 
2 .062x10-* 
1.470x10-2 
2 .657x10-* 
1.544x10-2 
2 .787x10-1 
5 
3.888x10-3 
8.592x10-2 
1.897x10-3 
1.064x10-1 
5 .355x10-3 
1.162x10-1 
6 
6.074x10-* 
1.429x10-2 
8.786x10-* 
2 .024x10-2 
1.022x10-3 
2 .248x10-2 
7 
5.322x10-5 
1.272x10-3 
8.096x10-5 
1.940x10-3 
9 .747x10-5 
2 .335x10-3 
8 
1 
3 
6 
1 
7 
1 
321x10- ' 
059x10-5 
356x10- ' 
372x10-* 
784x10- ' 
67x10-* 
TahlB 5.5.2: Condition number of the capacitance matrix 
in the WG/CC method, (a)G= 10, (b) G = 1000. 
[105] 
12 
14 
16 
18 
J 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
(b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
5 
2.129x10-^ 
1.281x10-^ 
1.074x10-1 
6.787x10-2 
3.964x10-2 
2 .411x10-2 
8.573x10-3 
6.065x10-3 
6 
2.534x10-2 
1.592x10-2 
7 .076x10-3 
4 .728x10-3 
1.535x10-3 
1.047x10-3 
1.099x10-" 
7.655x10-= 
7 
1.734x10-3 
1.099x10-3 
2 .388x10-" 
7.891x10-= 
3.031x10-= 
2.104x10-= 
1 .391xl0-« 
9.979x10-^ 
8 
1.097x10-" 
6.679x10-= 
7 . 6 3 1 x 1 0 - ' 
5 . 1 4 9 x 1 0 - ' 
5 .047x10- ' ' 
1 . 3 1 8 x 1 0 - ' 
1 . 2 5 2 x 1 0 - ' 
9 . 0 4 5 x 1 0 - ' 
Table 5 . 5 . 3 : Pointwise error on (o in WC/CC method. 
12 
14 
16 
18 
J 
(a) 
(b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
5 
9.995x10-2 
7 .630x10-2 
5.185x10-2 
3.891x10-2 
1.629x10-2 
1.257x10-2 
2 .312x10-3 
1.917x10-3 
6 
1.701x10-2 
8.240x10-3 
2 .374x10-3 
1.898x10-3 
4 .776x10-" 
3 .870x10-" 
3.156x10-= 
2.595x10-= 
7 
7 .050x10-" 
5 .451x10-" 
7.891x10-= 
6.307x10-= 
8 . 9 3 5 x 1 0 - ' 
7 . 2 9 5 x 1 0 - ' 
3 .568x10- ' ' 
2 . 9 8 1 x 1 0 - ' 
8 
4.426x10-= 
3.429x10-= 
2 . 5 9 1 x 1 0 - ' 
2 . 0 2 2 x 1 0 - ' 
1 . 484x10- ' 
2 . 4 7 0 x 1 0 - ' 
3 . 1 6 1 x 1 0 - ' 
2 . 6 4 5 x 1 0 - ' 
Table 5 . 5 . 4 : Pointwise error on \|/ in WC/CC method. 
[106] 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
J 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
(b ) 
5 
8.433x10-^ 
5.273x10-2 
2 .155x10-2 
1.426x10-2 
7 . 5 8 0 x 1 0 - ' 
5,272x10-=' 
3 . 2 0 4 x 1 0 - ' 
2 . 3 1 5 x 1 0 - ' 
1 .539x10- ' 
1 .145x10- ' 
6 
9 . 6 0 2 x 1 0 - ' 
6 . 0 5 8 x 1 0 - ' 
7 . 5 2 5 x 1 0 - ' 
2 .310x10-" 
9.013x10-5 
6.569x10-5 
1.378x10-5 
1.048x10-5 
2 . 5 0 7 x 1 0 - ' 
1 .970x10- ' 
7 
6.936x10-" 
4 .400x10-" 
1.438x10-5 
9 . 9 9 0 x 1 0 - ' 
4 . 7 2 7 x 1 0 - ' 
3 .494x10- ' ' 
2 . 1 1 4 x 1 0 - ' 
3 . 0 6 5 x 1 0 - ' 
1.308x10-5 
9 . 4 8 1 x 1 0 - " 
8 
4.473x10-5 
2 .844x10-5 
2 . 3 6 1 x 1 0 - ' 
1 . 646x10- ' 
1 . 6 6 3 x 1 0 - ' 
3 . 5 8 6 x 1 0 - " 
8 . 5 5 5 x 1 0 - " 
3 . 5 8 6 x 1 0 - " 
2 . 0 7 9 x 1 0 - " 
2 . 0 7 9 x 1 0 - " 
Table 5 . 5 . 5 : Pointwise error on CO in WG/CC method. 
[ 1 0 7 ] 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
J 
(a) 
(b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
( a ) 
( b ) 
5 
4.060x10-2 
3.124x10-2 
7 .795x10-^ 
6,232x10-3 
2 .234x10-5 
1.841x10-3 
8 .060x10- ' ^ 
6 . 7 9 3 x 1 0 - ' 
3 . 4 0 7 x 1 0 - ' 
2 .921x10-" 
6 
3.141x10-3 
4 .074x10-3 
5 . 1 6 6 x 1 0 - ' 
1 .877x10- ' 
2 .183x10-^ 
1.837x10-= 
2 . 7 6 9 x l 0 - « 
2 . 3 8 9 x l 0 - « 
4 .320x10- ' ' 
3 .797x10- ' ' 
7 
2 . 8 3 6 x 1 0 - ' 
2 . 1 9 2 x 1 0 - ' 
4 . 223x l0 -« 
3 . 4 4 9 x 1 0 - ' 
1.076x10- ' ' 
9 .150x10-^ 
5 . 2 2 4 x 1 0 - ' 
4 . 1 7 8 x 1 0 - ' 
3 . 9 8 9 x 1 0 - " 
3 . 4 4 9 x 1 0 - " 
8 
1.813x10-5 
1.403x10-5 
6 . 7 6 0 x 1 0 - ' 
5 . 4 7 7 x 1 0 - ' 
7 . 5 4 3 x 1 0 - " 
8 . 8 1 7 x 1 0 - " 
1 . 4 1 9 x 1 0 - ' 
8 . 8 1 7 x 1 0 - " 
7 . 5 5 6 x 1 0 - " 
1 . 1 5 6 x 1 0 - " 
Tedsle 5 . 5 . 6 : Pointwise error on \\f in WG/CC method. 
[108] 
(5.5.2) \|/^^(x,y,t)=cos(t)cos(27Cx) (1-y')' e'*y,(0^^= -^Xx" 
Figure 5.5.1 shows the results obtained for the 
stream function. The results for the vorticity are 
similar. The number of collocation points in the y-
direction is still N=24. These results are obtained 
by taking the degree of the scaling function to be N=8 
and the scale of resolution in x is J=5 (i.e. N^=32) 
in the case of WG/CC method and N = 12 and J = 6 for 
the WC/CC method. These choices of spatial parameters 
are such that the spatial error is always smaller 
than that in time. Clearly, the results in Figure 
5.5.1 Show a O(At^) decrease of the error. A good 
stability of the method is also observed. 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
A mixed wavelet/spectral Chebychev method has been 
developed for solving 2D Stokes equations with 
periodicity condition in one direction. In the periodic 
direction the approximation is done in the basis of 
the translates and dilates of the Daubechies scaling 
function. The discretization is done either in the 
wavelet collocation method or in the wavelet Galerkin 
method. Then in the non-periodic direction the 
[109] 
-*>Q(4l) 
Fig. S.S. 1 Nfaximum of the pointwise error in y with respect to die time 
step At, with the WC/CC method (circles) and the WG/CC method 
(triangles). 
[ 1 1 0 1 
collocation Chebychev method is used. A capacitance 
matrix method has been implemented to handle the 
boundary conditions. This leads to a series of Helmholtz 
problems which are efficiently inverted using (i) 
Diagonalization in the non-periodic direction (ii) 
FFTs for inverting the operators in the wavelet space. 
Numerical tests conducted on analytical solutions 
show that the method is stable and spectrally accurate 
with regard to the degree of regularity of the 
Daubechies scaling function. The method can be extended 
to the Navier-Stokes equations by using an appropriate 
treatment of the non-linear terms. 
[Ill] 
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